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1. Executive Summary  
 

The APEC Energy Working Group (EWG) conducted the Asia-Pacific Economy Cooperation (APEC) Workshop 
on Energy Resiliency Principle project from January to February 2022. A total of three virtual workshops 
were held to disseminate the APEC Energy Resiliency Principle, share knowledge and experiences on energy 
resiliency among APEC member economies, and solicit input for the development of the APEC Energy 
Resiliency Guidelines.  

 

1.1. Workshop Overview 

In recent years the Asia-Pacific region has experienced frequent natural disasters, causing severe damage to 
the energy infrastructure and economy. Thus, building resilient energy systems has emerged as a priority. In 
this context, the Energy Ministers of the APEC member economies adopted the Cebu Declaration on East 
Asian Energy Security in 2015, affirming the importance of energy resiliency for sustainable development. 
Consequently, the Energy Working Group (EWG), led by Japan, developed the APEC Energy Resiliency 
Principle, which was endorsed in August 2020. The Principle compiled norms and measures that 
stakeholders in each economy should voluntarily consider and implement in order to promote energy 
resiliency.   

One of the action items identified in the Principle was to develop guidelines based on the Principle to 
support formulation of energy resiliency enhancement plans in APEC member economies. In order to ensure 
the guidelines reflect the regional diversity and variety of energy resiliency challenges in the APEC region, a 
total of three virtual workshops were planned for South America, Northeast Asia, and Southeast Asia to 
promote dissemination of the APEC Energy Resiliency Principle for capacity building and facilitate discussions 
on energy resiliency for the development of Energy Resiliency Guidelines. 

A total of 293 individuals attended the three virtual workshops, including speakers and participants from 12 
APEC economies, both developing and developed members (Chile, Chinese Taipei, India, Indonesia, Japan, 
Malaysia, Peru, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Thailand, the Philippines, and the United States): 

• Government officials from energy agencies in Chile, Chinese Taipei, Japan, the Philippines and the 
United States, with technical and policy expertise relevant to energy resiliency challenges and 
measures to ensure resilient energy infrastructure in each economy: Ministry of Energy (Chile), 
National Energy Commission (Chile), Bureau of Energy (Chinese Taipei), Ministry of Economy, Trade 
and Industry (Japan), Department of Energy (the Philippines), and the United States Agency for 
International Development (the United States). 

• Representatives of energy supply industries implementing various energy resiliency initiatives and 
measures: ISA InterChile (Chile), Taipower (Chinese Taipei), National Grid Corporation of the 
Philippines (the Philippines), and Pilipinas Shell Petroleum Corporation (the Philippines).  

• Representatives of relevant energy consumers or financial institutions with interests in this topic: 
BHP Chile (Chile), AXA Climate (Chile), and Mitsui Fudosan (Japan).  

• Research institutes, academia, NGOs, and nonprofits involved in R&D activities for energy resiliency 
policy and technologies: Asia Pacific Energy Research Centre (Japan), Ewha Womans University 
(Republic of Korea), and Philippine Disaster Resilience Foundation (the Philippines). 
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The workshops featured presentations and discussions on:  

• Background of the Energy Resiliency Principle 
• Draft Energy Resiliency Guidelines overview 
• Government efforts to enhance energy resiliency 
• Industry and other stakeholders’ (energy suppliers, energy consumers, financial institutions, and 

NGOs) efforts to implement energy resiliency measures 

In addition, moderated panel discussions and Q&A sessions were held during which attendees could ask 
questions to speakers, and speakers shared their thoughts and answered the questions.  

 

1.2. Summary Proceedings  

The summary proceedings of the three virtual workshops are as follow:  

 

1.2.1. Chile Workshop  

The opening session included opening speeches both from the project overseer (Japan) and the host 
economy (Chile).  

Mr Tetsurou Ito, Director of International Affairs Division, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan, 
provided the background and purpose of the Workshop on Energy Resiliency Principle, including the 
development of the Energy Resiliency Guidelines.  

Mr Francisco Lopez Diaz, Undersecretary of Energy, Ministry of Energy, Chile, highlighted Chile’s needs to 
consider natural disasters and climate risks in its policies to develop a resilient energy sector.  

 

The following sessions included presentations on the background of the Energy Resiliency Principle and the 
status of development of the APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines.  

Mr Shintaro Fujimori, Chief for Energy Supply and Demand Policy Office, Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry, Japan, presented the background and purpose of the Energy Resiliency Principle, which aims to 
encourage voluntary efforts to contribute to energy resiliency across APEC economies in the Asia-Pacific 
region -- one of the regions most affected by natural disasters.  

Ms Nanako Hisamichi, Project Manager, Washington CORE, presented the draft outline of APEC Energy 
Resiliency Guidelines to solicit input from the workshop participants. She explained the guidelines will 
specify the roles of stakeholders, including governments, energy supply industries, energy consumers, and 
financial institutions. The guidelines will discuss five key approaches including: energy resiliency plan, 
investment and financing for energy resiliency projects, proper asset management, adoption of emerging 
technologies, and multi-stakeholder knowledge sharing.  

 

The panel presentations session included five presentations by speakers from various stakeholder 
institutions including government agencies, energy supply industries, energy consumers, and financial 
institutions.  
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Mr Daniel Charlin, Head of Resiliency and Risk Management, Ministry of Energy, Chile, provided an 
overview of Chile’s policy making and implementation of energy resiliency and natural disaster risk 
management. Chile’s energy sector is exposed to various vulnerabilities and risk factors, including 
dependency on imported fuels, few interconnections, and frequent natural disasters. To address those 
challenges, the Resiliency and Risk Management Unit under the Ministry of Energy coordinates energy 
resiliency efforts in cooperation with public and private organizations. The unit has also created risk 
management maps used for resiliency planning. The Ministry is now updating the economy-wide energy 
policy as well as disaster risk reduction policy in order to build resilient energy systems.  

Ms Johanna Monteiro Zuniga, Electrical Engineer for Planning Department, National Energy Commission, 
Chile, discussed the resiliency assessment methodology used for transmission system planning. Chile has 
introduced a series of laws, regulations and grid codes that contain language directly related to resiliency in 
transmission planning. The National Energy Commission, as the regulatory body for energy systems in Chile, 
conducts a resiliency assessment as part of its annual transmission planning study. The Commission has 
developed a model to accurately project the likelihood and severity of natural hazards and to identify the 
types of threats and resiliency measures that should be prioritized. In addition to introducing new laws and 
regulations, economies can promote an ancillary services market as a way of encouraging resiliency projects 
in the distribution sector.  

Mr Carlos Salamanca, Principal ISO of Interconnections and PPAs, BHP, discussed resiliency efforts by BHP, 
a global natural resources company that is one of the largest energy consumers in Chile. In 2007, a massive 
earthquake affected the transmission system, caused a power outage, and suspended copper production at 
BHP’s mines, resulting in large economic losses. After the incident, BHP installed back-up generation plants 
at its mines, and voluntarily reduced electricity consumption to avoid a total economywide blackout. BHP 
also prepared and implemented a three-step energy resiliency planning process. In addition, BHP considers 
climate resilience as well as environment and community resilience as the basis of its energy resiliency 
concept, to improve the company’s preparedness for climate impacts to energy resiliency. 

Mr Oscar Alamos, Regulatory Specialist, ISA InterChile, presented energy transmission company ISA 
InterChile’s efforts to strengthen the energy resiliency of transmission systems in Chile. ISA’s transmission 
lines allow new renewable sources to be connected to the economy’s grid system. Chile is pursuing an 
energy transition from imported fossil fuels to electrification based on renewable sources, but it requires a 
transmission system that can allow flexibility and accommodate fluctuations in power supply. In order to 
address such challenges, ISA has implemented innovative technologies, such as a new 500 kV substation that 
incorporates advanced measurement systems and gas-insulated technologies, and a ‘smart’ transmission 
system that can control electricity in a dynamic fashion. 

Mr Stéphane Godier, Head of Americas, AXA Climate, introduced insurance company AXA Climate’s four 
approaches to building disaster resiliency in the energy sector: Education, Services, Consulting, and 
Insurance. AXA provides an online education platform to help companies upskill their employees and the 
public on sustainability. AXA has created a hazard alert system to help companies monitor natural disaster 
risks globally. AXA helps companies understand how climate change may impact their businesses and advises 
them on how to adapt their assets and value chains to climate risks. Lastly, AXA offers insurance products 
that help companies mitigate volatility risks. In particular, AXA’s parametric insurance, based on climate 
indexes, provides companies with compensation for non-physical damages caused by climate disasters – 
which contributes to energy resiliency by minimizing risks associated with investing in new energy projects.  

 

Closing remarks were delivered by Mr Ito and Mr Charlin. 
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1.2.2. Chinese Taipei Workshop  

The opening session included opening speeches from the project overseer (Japan) and the host economy 
(Chinese Taipei).  

Mr Tetsurou Ito, Director of International Affairs Division, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan, 
provided background information on the Energy Resiliency Principle and an overview of the workshop 
agenda and goals, including the development of the Energy Resiliency Guidelines.  

Mr Ming-Chih Chuang, Director, Bureau of Energy, Chinese Taipei, explained the importance of a robust 
power system for Chinese Taipei as an island economy. Chinese Taipei is now accelerating the development 
of smart grid, microgrid, distributed energy systems, and energy storage infrastructure. He mentioned that 
the workshop is intended to share knowledge and experience on energy resiliency in Chinese Taipei and 
partnering economies in Northeast Asia. 

 

The following sessions included presentations on the background of the Energy Resiliency Principle and the 
status of development of the APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines.  

Mr Shintaro Fujimori, Chief for Energy Supply and Demand Policy Office, Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry, Japan, presented the background and purpose of the Energy Resiliency Principle, which aims to 
encourage voluntary efforts to contribute to energy resiliency across APEC economies in the Asia-Pacific 
region -- one of the regions most affected by natural disasters.  

Ms Nanako Hisamichi, Project Manager, Washington CORE, presented the draft outline of the APEC Energy 
Resiliency Guidelines to solicit input from the workshop participants. She covered the guidelines’ 
background and objectives, development timeline, and the roles of stakeholder including governments, 
energy supply industries, energy consumers, and financial institutions. She also discussed five key 
approaches to energy resiliency, including:   

1. Energy resiliency plan; 
2. Investment and financing for energy resiliency projects; 
3. Proper asset management;  
4. Emerging technologies adoption; and 
5. Multi-stakeholder knowledge sharing.  

 

The panel presentations session included presentations by speakers from three economies in Northeast Asia 
– Chinese Taipei, Japan, and Republic of Korea.  

Dr Chin-Chung Wu, Director of the Department of System Operations, Taipower, presented Taipower’s 
efforts to strengthen its power system infrastructure resiliency. Faced with various types of energy resiliency 
risks, the government has implemented the relevant Critical Infrastructure Protection Act, which requires all 
critical infrastructure to implement risk assessment; prepare a protection plan; and conduct regular drills. 
Taipower’s facilities are considered to be critical infrastructure, and thus are required to establish safety 
protection plans. To improve power system resiliency, Taipower introduced a number of measures for quick 
post-disaster recovery, including training employees for emergency response and implementing hardening 
measures for energy infrastructure. Taipower is the first power company in the world to establish a dual-
master synchronous operation scheme system to ensure stable and reliable system operation. It also 
launched a new electricity trading platform to obtain sufficient ancillary services to address the challenges 
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caused by the intermittent nature of renewable energy to ensure stable electricity supply. 

Mr Yukikazu Kawahigashi, Executive Manager of the Project Planning Division of the Environment and 
Energy Service Department, Mitsui Fudosan, discussed approaches the real estate company has 
implemented to strengthen energy resiliency in its Nihonbashi Smart City Project. The regional energy center 
utilizes a large-scale co-generation system fueled by pipeline gas from medium-pressure gas pipelines, which 
are resistant to disasters, to provide a stable supply of electricity and heat in the surrounding areas. The co-
generation system installed underground enables the energy center to continue generating electricity and 
heat even if there is a widespread blackout caused by strong earthquakes or other disasters. The plant is also 
strengthened by concrete walls and a 30 cm-thick waterproof door for extra protection from flood waters. 
Lastly, the energy center incorporates the latest ICT to forecast energy demand and control equipment to 
improve operational efficiency. 

Dr Jin Hur, Professor of the Department of Climate and Energy Systems Engineering, Ewha Womans 
University, introduced a proposed cascading outage analysis method and new energy resilience strategies in 
the Republic of Korea. Utility companies in the economy are required to perform an evaluation of possible 
cascading outages in accordance with the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) standard. 
Under the new resiliency strategy, prepared by Dr Hur’s team and Korea Electric Power Corporation 
(KEPCO), a single transmission owner in Korea, will enable cascading mitigation and fast restoration using 
variable generating resources, such as wind and solar generating resources. 

 

Closing remarks were delivered by Mr Ito and Mr Chuang. 

 

1.2.3. The Philippines Workshop  

The opening session included opening speeches from the project overseer (Japan) and the host economy 
(The Philippines).  

Mr Tetsurou Ito, Director of International Affairs Division, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan, 
provided the background of the Energy Resiliency Principle and an overview of the Philippines workshop 
agenda and goals, including dissemination of the Principle, sharing of knowledge and experiences on energy 
resiliency in the economy, and the development of the Energy Resiliency Guidelines.  

Mr Felix William B. Fuentebella, Senior Undersecretary of Energy, Department of Energy, the Philippines, 
emphasized the importance of a resilient energy sector due to the Philippines’ vulnerability to natural and 
human-induced hazards. He emphasized the importance of multistakeholder and multilateral collaborations 
to improve resiliency through technical assistance and funding. Finally, he encouraged the participants to 
work together to achieve the common goal of achieving energy resiliency around the world. 

The following sessions included presentations on the background of the Energy Resiliency Principle and the 
status of development of the APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines.  

Mr Yuya Uno, Deputy Director of Energy Supply and Demand Policy Office, Agency for Natural Resources 
and Energy, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan, presented the background and purpose of the 
Energy Resiliency Principle, which aims to encourage voluntary efforts to contribute to energy resiliency 
across APEC economies in the Asia-Pacific region -- one of the regions most affected by natural disasters.  

Ms Nanako Hisamichi, Project Manager, Washington CORE, presented the draft outline of the APEC Energy 
Resiliency Guidelines to solicit input from the workshop participants. She covered the guidelines’ 
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background and objectives, development timeline, and the roles of stakeholder including governments, 
energy supply industries, energy consumers, and financial institutions. She also discussed five key 
approaches to energy resiliency, including:   

1. Energy resiliency plan; 
2. Investment and financing for energy resiliency projects; 
3. Proper asset management;  
4. Emerging technologies adoption; and 
5. Multi-stakeholder knowledge sharing.  

 

The panel presentations session included five presentations by speakers from various stakeholders including 
a government agency, an energy supply company, a nonprofit organization, and an international aid 
organization. 

Mr Giovanni Randolfo A. Galang, Assistant Vice President and Head of the Technical Management 
Department, National Grid Corporation of the Philippines, introduced the preparedness and resiliency 
measures of National Grid Corporation (NGCP) - the economy’s sole transmission services provider - to 
mitigate the impact of disasters on its transmission facilities. NGCP’s Integrated Disaster Action Plan serves 
as the general framework that prescribes end-to-end emergency and rehabilitation procedures. NGCP has 
implemented various disaster management measures, such as provision of sufficient backups for emergency, 
emergency restoration systems, steel poles, spare transformers, and mobile transformers as well as 
empowerment of partner communities through disaster risk reduction trainings. NGCP’s Overall Command 
Center serves as its communication arm coordinating response, resource mobilization, and information 
management during disaster operations and other events. In addition, NGCP is using maps for various 
hazards as well as adapting emerging technologies, such as energy storage systems and smart grid, to 
support the integration of increasing amounts of renewable energy into the grid. 

Ms Lorelie Quiambao Osial, President and CEO, Pilipinas Shell Petroleum Corporation, highlighted Pilipinas 
Shell’s energy resiliency initiatives in the Philippines. Pilipinas Shell has been working to improve its supply 
chain to achieve a more affordable and reliable energy supply, for example, transforming the Tabangao 
Refinery to Shell Import Facility Tabangao, a world class import terminal which is pivotal in strengthening the 
supply chain. Shell PLC also invests in diversification of energy sources, including renewables and new 
energies, and manages the environmental impact of its terminals and depots, by complying with 
environmental regulations and standards for their emissions and effluence.   

Mr Rene Jose Sayoc Meily, President, Philippine Disaster Resilience Foundation, presented a private 
sector-led energy resiliency effort in the Philippines. Philippine Disaster Resilience Foundation (PDRF) 
operates the first private sector-led Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in the region, which operates 24/7 
using advanced communications software, and technology to monitor climate related and other natural 
hazards. In 2018, the government and PDRF updated the 2002 National Energy Contingency Plan. Based on 
the plan, PDRF and the government conduct joint planning, simulations, and drills in preparation for large 
scale earthquakes in Metro Manila. Also, PDRF supports building the disaster response capabilities of Task 
Force Kapatid, and offers training to help energy sector stakeholders be prepared for future catastrophes. 
PDRF is also promoting several disaster risk financing options, such as a climate resiliency bond and 
insurance. 

Mr Michael O. Sinocruz, OIC-Director of Energy Policy and Planning Bureau, Department of Energy, the 
Philippines, introduced the Department’s various policy measures to enhance the economy’s energy 
resiliency. It issued the Department Circular No. DC2018-01-0001, which is called Energy Resiliency Policy 
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(ERP), that provides the legal basis for energy resiliency efforts in the economy and developing resiliency 
standards. To ensure continuous policies, the energy resiliency is integrated in the “Philippine Energy Plan” 
that covers the period of 2020 to 2040. ERP created the Task Force on Energy Resiliency, which is composed 
of various stakeholders in the energy sector and is automatically activated when an emergency or a natural 
disaster occurs to convene meetings to look at preparedness, stockpiling, systems, and related issues. ERP 
requires all energy industry stakeholders to submit a Resiliency Compliance Plan (RCP) that contains 
structural and non-structural measures to strengthen energy resiliency. Lastly, the Department is currently 
updating the National Energy Contingency Plan (NECP) in preparation for a large-scale earthquake in the 
greater Metro Manila area, aiming to harmonize the energy sector’s system response with pre-identified 
disaster scenarios. 

Mr John Aaron Edgar, Office Director for Environment, United States Agency for International 
Development-Philippines, introduced the tools that the United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID) has proposed to use in enhancing energy resiliency financing in the Philippines. In 2020, USAID, in 
partnership with the Philippine government, launched a key resilience initiative, called Energy Secure 
Philippines (ESP), to help the economy enhance energy reliability and security given the nature of its unified 
power system. Under the ESP, USAID is also implementing several energy resiliency activities, including a 
grant center contract and a review of RCPs submitted from over 230 facilities. USAID is now supporting the 
government to create an “Energy Resilience Scorecard”, which depicts broader risk modeling and measures 
resiliency performance against the Philippines’ and international resiliency benchmarks. The scorecard is 
expected to serve as a valuable guide for policy formulation, targeted training on energy resiliency, and 
evidence-based decision making on resource allocation. 

 

Closing remarks were delivered by Dr Kazumoto Irie, President, the Asia Pacific Energy Research Centre, 
and Mr Sinocruz. 

 

1.3. Participant Feedback 

62 attendees completed the project evaluation surveys. The majority of survey respondents agreed that the 
workshops’ objectives were met; they were well organized and easy to follow; and they provided a good 
opportunity to facilitate knowledge sharing as well as consider broad aspects of energy resilience-related 
activities. Some survey respondents suggested lengthening the event to allow more discussion; including 
viewpoints from a broader range of economies and professions; and hosting in-person events in the future 
instead of virtual workshops.  

As key takeaways from the workshops, many respondents emphasized the importance of financing, use of 
emerging technologies, multi-stakeholder engagements, proper assessment, consideration of human-
induced disasters in resiliency planning, diversification of energy resources, development of business 
continuity plans, and provision of proper training.  

Regarding suggestions for future APEC capacity building activities, the respondents called for development 
of sector specific and disaster specific guidance, as well as knowledge sharing and trainings through further 
similar workshops and webinars to share best practices, data, and information related to energy resiliency. 
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1.4. Conclusion and Next Steps 

 

1.4.1. Key Findings: Key Stakeholders’ Roles and Energy Resiliency Approaches 

The following sections summarize key takeaways for the roles of stakeholders and energy resiliency 
measures. 

Governments  

• Governments play key roles in supporting energy resiliency by recognizing its importance in policy 
statements and establishing relevant legal frameworks such as Chile’s National Energy Policy 2018-
2022, the Philippines’ Energy Resiliency Policy, and Chinese Taipei’s relevant Critical Infrastructure 
Protection Act, which set out energy resiliency as one of key pillars of the economy-wide energy 
policy.  

• Regulators can promote energy resiliency by making it one of the key considerations during 
infrastructure planning. For example, the National Energy Commission of Chile integrates energy 
resiliency into transmission risk assessments. It is important to consider the cost impact of resiliency 
measures to ensure a stable and affordable energy supply.  

• A multi-stakeholder approach is essential to enhance energy resiliency. Governments can facilitate a 
holistic approach for energy resiliency by establishing a centralized coordination group, such as the 
Philippine government’s Task Force on Energy Resiliency (TFER), which promotes coordination 
between government agencies, energy supply industries, and non-government organizations for 
timely disaster response and recovery. 

• Risk assessment provides the basis for effective resiliency planning. Governments can improve 
energy resiliency by providing stakeholders with tools to assess vulnerabilities of the economy’s 
energy systems and to identify the gaps and areas for enhancement. The Chile Ministry of Energy’s 
online platform provides risk maps that are used by the independent system operator (ISO) and 
energy supply companies, and the Philippines’ hazard maps provide risk insights for the National 
Grid Corporation of the Philippines (NGCP). 

• Governments play key roles in facilitating the formulation of energy resiliency plans in the energy 
industry as shown in the example of the Philippines’ Energy Resiliency Policy, which requires all 
energy industry stakeholders, including electric cooperatives and distribution utilities, to submit a 
“Resiliency Compliance Plan (RCP).”  

• Governments can encourage investment in energy resiliency through various financial incentives, 
such as tax credits, subsidies, or energy tariffs. For example, Mitsui Fudosan’s Nihonbashi Smart City 
Project received partial subsidies from the central government of Japan and the Tokyo metropolitan 
government as the project contributes to improving Tokyo’s resiliency.  

 

Energy Supply Industries  

• Energy supply industries can strengthen energy resiliency by taking a proactive approach to 
enhancing energy resiliency. Energy supply organizations, such as the National Grid Corporation of 
the Philippines (NGCP) and Taipower, have conducted risk assessments and developed energy 
resiliency plans that contain preparedness, response, and recovery measures to minimize the impact 
of disasters on energy systems.  

• Training staff to build response capabilities is important to enable quick response and recovery from 
disasters. Taipower periodically conducts exercises and drills based on various risk scenarios to 
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improve disaster management capabilities. The Philippine Disaster Resilience Foundation (PDRF) 
offers training to help energy sector stakeholders be prepared for future catastrophes. It offers 
training courses on natural disaster response as well as business continuity. Training also provides an 
opportunity to review and make continuous improvement in energy resiliency planning.  

• Energy supply industries play important roles in investing and deploying innovative technologies to 
enable the energy infrastructure to adapt, respond to, and recover from a disaster more quickly. For 
example, electricity supply industries have implemented smart transmission systems, energy 
storage, and distributed energy resources to enhance the flexibility of grids. AI and IoT are also used 
to improve the management of energy systems and resources.  

• Energy supply industries can encourage financing in energy resiliency measures by creating and 
sharing business cases, which will help raise awareness of the importance of energy resiliency and 
build a consensus within organizations to invest in energy resiliency.  

• Establishing a central coordinating body for crisis management can be an effective approach to 
coordinate multiple organizations’ emergency responses and pool and allocate resources for quick 
response and recovery as shown in the cases of Taipower’s Emergency Operation Center and NGCP’s 
Overall Command Center.  
 

Energy Consumers  

• Energy consumers can strengthen energy resiliency by implementing hardening measures of energy 
systems as well as ensuring back-up generation. For example, Mitsui Fudosan has installed large-
scale gas co-generation system (CGS) within their commercial buildings to enable business continuity 
during any unexpected power outages. The CGS systems can also supply electricity to nearby 
buildings. 

• Energy consumers can improve energy resiliency by incorporating a systematic approach to asset 
management and resiliency planning. For example, BHP implemented energy resiliency measures 
using a systematic process of analyzing and evaluating disaster risk for its energy systems and 
business.  

• Energy consumers can join forces to form a private sector-led disaster management organization, 
such as the Philippine Disaster Resilience Foundation (PDRF), to coordinate emergency 
preparedness, response, and recovery efforts as well as knowledge sharing for capacity building.   

 

Financial Institutions 

• Financial institutions can encourage funding in energy resiliency by developing indicators or 
measurement tools. For example, USAID partnered with the Philippine Department of Energy to 
launch the $34 million Energy Secure Philippines (ESP) initiative for various energy resiliency efforts, 
including an Energy Resilience Scorecard which will support evidence-based decision making on 
energy resiliency.  

• Insurance companies can contribute to energy resiliency by developing and disseminating new 
insurance products that reduce the impacts of supply outages and natural and/or human induced 
disasters on social activities and businesses, taking into account risks in each region. For example, 
AXA Climate’s parametric insurance provides companies compensation for non-physical damages 
caused by climate impacts. 

• Financial institutions introduce alternative, innovate financing mechanisms to encourage 
investments in energy resiliency, such as a climate resiliency bond which is being proposed by the 
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UN Development Programme (UNDP) and BPI Capital and supported by the Philippine Department 
of Energy. 

 

1.4.2. Next Step 

• Develop an indicator or tools to evaluate the impacts of energy resiliency projects to encourage 
financing - energy resiliency projects are not always prioritized in the investment decision making 
process. Providing a matrix that indicates the measurable benefits of energy resiliency projects can 
aid decision making. Encouraging financial institutions to participate in the energy resiliency dialogue 
is also important to communicate the value of energy resiliency projects among financial 
communities and to facilitate partnerships to invest in such projects.  

• Holding regular meetings or workshops to continue knowledge sharing and capacity building on 
energy resiliency - enhancing energy resiliency requires a holistic approach, which can be achieved 
through collaboration between the public and private sectors across different industries and 
segments. A hybrid virtual and in-person workshop would be desirable as many participants in this 
project’s workshops expressed interest in having more interaction with experts and other 
participants. Collaboration and partnerships can further encourage sharing expertise, best practices, 
and lessons learned in energy resiliency. Sharing energy resiliency project outcomes among member 
economies can help create business cases which can be used to gain support for energy resiliency 
projects. 

• Developing sectoral guidelines – the optimal energy resiliency approach can differ by the 
circumstances of sector. In the future – separate electricity, gas, and oil sectoral guidelines should be 
developed to provide specific guidance to stakeholders in each sector. 

• Promoting public and private collaboration to develop energy resiliency tools – there are many 
technologies that can enhance energy resiliency efforts, including hazard maps, large-scale energy 
storage systems, microgrids, and distributed energy systems. Collaboration can help improve 
technology and bring down the cost of introducing these technologies to many parts of APEC region.  

 

2. Background 
 

Energy, ranging from oil, coal, natural gas to electricity, provides the basis for many social and economic 
activities. A stable and affordable energy supply is essential to achieve sustainable development in all 
economies and regions. In this regard, energy resiliency – the ability to secure a stable energy supply by 
effectively dealing with disasters (both natural and human-induced disasters) – is essential to achieving 
energy security and sustainable development. The Asia-Pacific region has been faced with frequent natural 
disasters, causing severe damage to the energy infrastructure and economy. Thus, building energy systems 
which are resilient against disasters in the APEC region has emerged as a priority. 

In this context, the Energy Ministers of Member Economies of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) 
affirmed the importance of energy resilience to promoting energy security and achieving sustainable 
development in the 2015 APEC Energy Ministerial Meeting held in Cebu, Philippines. The meeting, focused 
on the theme “Towards an Energy Resilient APEC Community,” resulted in the Cebu Declaration on East 
Asian Energy Security. Since then, the Energy Working Group (EWG) and Energy Resiliency Task Force (ERTF) 
have facilitated discussions on energy resiliency among APEC member economies. As a result, EWG, led by 
Japan, has developed the APEC Energy Resiliency Principle with the support of ERTF and APEC member 
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economies. The Principle, which was endorsed at the EWG59 meeting held in August 2020, compiled norms 
and measures that stakeholders in each economy should voluntarily pay attention to and implement in order 
to improve energy resiliency. 

One of the action items identified in the Principle was to develop guidelines based on the Principle to 
support formulation of energy resiliency enhancement plans in APEC member economies. In order to ensure 
the guidelines reflect the regional diversity and variety of energy resiliency challenges in the APEC region, a 
total of three virtual workshops were planned for South America, Northeast Asia, and Southeast Asia to 
promote dissemination of the APEC Energy Resiliency Principle for capacity building and facilitate discussions 
on energy resiliency for the development of Energy Resiliency Guidelines.  

 

3. Workshop Methodology 
 

A total of three virtual workshops were held from January to February 2022 to disseminate the APEC Energy 
Resiliency Principle, share knowledge and experiences on energy resiliency among APEC member 
economies, and solicit input for the development of APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines. Each workshop was 
held in partnership with a different host economy, covering three different APEC regions to ensure a diverse 
range of experience and viewpoints.  

The workshops were held according to the following schedule. 

Table 1 Workshop on Energy Resiliency Principle Schedule 
Region Date and Time Host Economy 

South America Monday, 17 January 2022 
9:00 AM-11:30 AM (Chile time) 

Chile 

Northeast Asia Thursday, 20 January 2022 
9:00 AM-11:00 AM (Chinese Taipei time) 

Chinese Taipei 

Southeast Asia Wednesday, 16 February 2022 
9:00 AM-11:30 AM (The Philippines time) 

The Philippines 

 

Each workshop invited key policy and industry stakeholders which support energy resiliency efforts in the 
respective APEC host economy. The workshops featured presentations and discussions on: 

• Background on Energy Resiliency Principle 
• Draft Energy Resiliency Guidelines 
• Government efforts to enhance energy resiliency 
• Industry stakeholder (energy suppliers, energy consumers, and financial institutions) efforts to 

implement energy resiliency measures 

Please see the Appendix for the workshop agendas. The presentation slides are available in the Annex.  
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4. Participating Economies and Organizations 
 

A total of 342 individuals registered for the three workshops, and a total of 293 individuals participated. The 
participants were from 12 economies including: Chile, Chinese Taipei, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, 
Peru, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Thailand, the Philippines, and the United States.  

Representatives of the following organizations participated as speakers in the workshops: 
 

Table 2 List of Speakers 
Economy Organization Name Gender 

Chile 

BHP Chile Mr Carlos Salamanca M 

Ministry of Energy 
Mr Daniel Charlin M 
Undersecretary Francisco Lopez M 

National Energy Commission Ms Johanna Monteiro Zuniga F 
ISA InterChile Mr Oscar Álamos  M 
AXA Climate Mr Stéphane Godier M 

Chinese Taipei 
Taipower Dr Chin-Chung Wu M 
Bureau of Energy Mr Ming-Chih Chuang M 

Japan 

Asia Pacific Energy Research Centre Dr Kazumoto Irie M 
Washington CORE Ms Nanako Hisamichi F 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry 

Mr Shintaro Fujimori M 
Mr Tetsurou Ito M 
Mr Yuya Uno M 

Mitsui Fudosan Mr Yukikazu Kawahigashi M 
Republic of 
Korea 

Ewha Womans University Dr Hur Jin M 

The Philippines 

Department of Energy 
Senior Undersecretary. Felix William 
B. Fuentebella M 

Mr Michael O. Sinocruz M 
National Grid Corporation of the 
Philippines 

Mr Giovanni Randolfo A. Galang M 

Pilipinas Shell Petroleum Corporation Ms Lorelie Quiambao Osial F 
Philippine Disaster Resilience 
Foundation 

Mr Rene Jose Sayoc Meily M 

The United 
States  

United States Agency for 
International Development 

Mr John Aaron Edgar M 
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Figure 1 Photo of Workshop on Energy Resiliency Principle (Chile Workshop, January 17, 2022) 

 
Source: Washington CORE 

 

5. Workshop Sessions Summary  
 

5.1. Chile Workshop  

5.1.1. Session 1. Opening Session 

Opening Remarks from Project Overseer  

Mr Tetsurou Ito, Director of International Affairs Division, Agency for Natural Resources and Energy, Ministry 
of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan  

Mr Ito provided the background of the Energy Resiliency Principle. In recent years, various natural disasters 
have occurred across the world due to the effects of global warming. In APEC, the importance of energy 
resiliency was confirmed at the Energy Ministers' Meeting held in Cebu, the Philippines in October 2015. 
Furthermore, in August 2020, the APEC EWG formulated the “Energy Resilience Principle,” a set of norms 
and concrete measures for enhancing energy resilience. 

In this context, the Workshop on Energy Resiliency Principle was planned to improve the capacity of APEC 
members by disseminating the APEC Energy Resiliency Principle; and to share knowledge and experiences on 
energy resiliency in public and private organizations in order to develop APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines.  

 

Opening Remarks from Host Economy  

Mr Francisco Lopez Diaz, Undersecretary of Energy, Ministry of Energy of Chile  

Mr Diaz highlighted that in Chile, 77 percent of greenhouse gas emissions are linked to the energy sector. At 
the same time, the energy sector is leading Chile’s decarbonization plan as the economy is committed to 
reaching carbon neutrality by 2050, focusing on the following steps: 

1. Obtain 80 percent of energy needs from renewable generation by 2030;  
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2. Phase out all coal fire power plants by 2040;  
3. Promote energy efficiency in construction and industry; and 
4. Replace fossil fuels with electricity in the transportation sector. This includes requiring all new light 

and medium vehicles to be electric by 2035, and developing a green hydrogen economy.  

At the same time, Chile faces the highest risk of disaster amongst OECD members, according to the World 
Risk Report 2021. The economy is exposed to a wide range of natural disasters, including earthquakes, 
tsunamis, tidal waves, volcanic eruption, floods, and landslides. That is why Chile needs to consider disaster 
and climate risk in its policies to develop a resilient energy sector. It is also highly important to work together 
with the private sector to consider the risks facing the economy’s energy system and find a way to minimize 
the potential impacts. 

The government of Chile hopes that this workshop helps to improve the dialogue between economies on 
energy resiliency in the APEC region, generating synergies between governmental and international agencies 
and private companies in order to improve energy resiliency, risk management, and risk reduction for 
disasters. 

 

5.1.2. Session 2. Presentation of Energy Resiliency Efforts  

Background and Purpose of the Energy Resiliency Principle  

Mr Shintaro Fujimori, Chief for Energy Supply and Demand Policy Office, Agency for Natural Resources and 
Energy, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan 

Mr Fujimori presented the background and purpose of the APEC Energy Resiliency Principle, explaining that 
Asia-Pacific is one of the regions most affected by natural disasters. After the adoption of the Cebu 
Declaration that affirms the importance of energy resiliency, the Principle was formulated to encourage 
voluntary efforts to contribute to energy resiliency across APEC economies. Investing in energy resiliency 
should be regarded as a socially sustainable activity, contributing to the achievement of the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals. 

 

Development of APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines 

Ms Nanako Hisamichi, Project Manager, Washington CORE 

Ms Hisamichi presented the draft outline of APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines to solicit input from the 
workshop participants. She covered the guidelines’ background and objectives, development timelines, and 
the roles of stakeholder including governments, energy supply industries, energy consumers, and financial 
institutions. She also discussed five key approaches to energy resiliency, including:   

1. Energy resiliency plan; 
2. Investment and financing for energy resiliency projects; 
3. Proper asset management;  
4. Emerging technologies adoption; and 
5. Multi-stakeholder knowledge sharing.  
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5.1.3. Session 3. Panel Presentations 

Panel Presentation #1 – Policy Making and Implementation Addressing Energy Resiliency: Resilience and 
Risk Management 

Mr Daniel Charlin, Head of Resiliency and Risk Management, Ministry of Energy of Chile 

Mr Charlin provided an overview of Chile’s policy making and implementation for energy resiliency and 
natural disaster risk management.  

• Lessons learned from past natural disasters  

Chile’s energy sector is exposed to various vulnerabilities and risk factors, including a high dependency on 
imported fossil fuels, few electricity and gas interconnections, and frequent natural disasters such as 
earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, wildfires, and extreme weather. Chile has implemented a number 
of measures to enhance energy resiliency. For example, Chile has enhanced interconnection of electrical 
equipment, updated seismic technical specifications, and provided recommendations for seismic verification 
since the 8.8-magnitude earthquake on February 27, 2010, which resulted in large scale damage to the 
electricity infrastructure. 

• Resiliency and Risk Management Unit 

The Resiliency and Risk Management Unit established under the Ministry of Energy plays an important role 
in integrating the concept of resiliency into the energy policies as well as disaster prevention and 
management practices. The unit coordinates energy resiliency efforts in partnership with various public and 
private organizations in Chile as well as with international organizations. Chile has worked with the Coalition 
for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI) to review how to improve the resiliency of generation, 
transmission, and distribution; and with the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) and Latin American 
Energy Organization (OLADE) to develop a regional toolbox that guides the management of energy 
information.  

 

Figure 2 Organization Chart of Resilience and Risk Management Unit 
 

 

Source: Energy Ministry of Chile 
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• Creation of risk maps 

The Resiliency and Risk Management Unit has created an online platform, which provides access to various 
risk management maps, which show the locations of transmission lines and natural disasters, such as fires or 
tsunamis. The maps are used for resiliency planning by independent system operator (ISO), energy 
companies, and other relevant institutions. For example, if a fire comes close to transmission lines, the 
platform automatically sends email alerts to advise private companies and institutions. The map also shows 
the number of people without electricity supply across different local jurisdictions. 

Figure 3 Energy Ministry’s Risk Management Map 

 
Source: Energy Ministry of Chile 

 

• Updating energy resiliency policies 

The Ministry is now updating the economy-wide energy policy, titled “National Energy Policy 2018-2022”, 
with three priorities: (1) monitoring security; (2) incorporating resiliency into development; and (3) 
promoting energy sufficiency, in order to build resilient and efficient energy systems.  

In addition, Chile has developed the “National Policy for Disaster Risk Reduction for 2020-2030”. This 
economy-wide policy for disaster risk reduction identifies five priorities:  

1. Understanding disaster risk;  
2. Strengthening the governance of disaster risk management; 
3. Planning and investing in disaster risk reduction for resilience; 
4. Providing effective and efficient response; and  
5. Promoting sustainable recovery. 
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Panel Presentation #2 – Resilience Assessment Methodology in the Chilean Transmission System 

Ms Johanna Monteiro Zuniga, Electrical Engineer for Planning Department, National Energy Commission of 
Chile 

Ms Monteiro discussed the resiliency assessment methodology that is used for transmission system planning 
in Chile.  

• Legal framework for energy resiliency  

Chile has introduced a series of laws, regulations and technical grid codes that guide transmission planning. 
The Electric Services General Law is the main law for the energy sector in Chile. The Law was modified in 
2016, introducing a transmission sector reform and creating the new ISO. In 2017, the Transmission Planning 
Regulation was introduced to provide guidance in terms of planning methodology. In 2021, the Planning and 
Transmission Regulation was introduced, maintaining the transmission planning methodology as well as 
discussing open access rules to the electrical system. Finally, Chile has released a series of technical grid 
codes related with energy resiliency. Each of these regulations contain language directly related to resiliency 
in transmission planning. 

 

Figure 4 Legal Framework Related to Resiliency in Chile  

 
Source: National Energy Commission 

 

• Resiliency assessment in transmission planning 

In accordance with the resiliency requirements from the legal framework for energy resiliency, the National 
Energy Commission (CNE), the regulatory body for energy systems in Chile, conducts a transmission planning 
study annually. Based on the results of the annual study, a transmission expansion plan is developed in 
collaboration with the transmission industry. A resiliency assessment is required as part of the transmission 
planning, and it considers the events such as tsunamis, fuel price shocks, delays in the commissioning of new 
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power plants, and extreme hydrological conditions. 

The resiliency assessment methodology consists of four main steps: (1) set scope, (2) define impact, (3) 
define risk, and (4) define solution. The assessment evaluates natural disasters. To enhance the resiliency 
assessment, CNE seeks to secure historical data on past disasters from the Chilean ISO and other institutions 
and develop a model to accurately project the likelihood and severity of natural hazards based on the 
changing environment due to climate change.  

Because it is not possible for CNE to address every threat, CNE uses a matrix to rate each threat by likelihood 
and severity and identifies the types of threats for which resiliency measures should be prioritized in a given 
year. 

 

Figure 5 Risk Matrix Used for Resiliency Assessment 
 

 
Source: National Energy Commission 

 

There are also different resiliency measures required in different stages of an event, including: hardening 
measures (preparedness); operational measures (response); and quick recovery measures (recovery). 
Physical measures such as building new transmission assets are often very costly, so the resiliency 
assessment methodology suggests prioritizing the most cost-efficient solutions across different resiliency 
measures.  

• Investment in the distribution sector 

As it might be difficult to introduce a new law or regulation to ensure resiliency should be considered as a 
priority, economies can promote an ancillary services market as an approach to encouraging new projects in 
the distribution sector. Also, establishing a local-level system recovery plan – in addition to an economy-
wide plan targeting the transmission sector – may encourage resiliency investments such as back-up 
generation in the distribution sector. 
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Panel Presentation #3 – Multi-Stakeholder Approach for Energy Resilience against Earthquakes and Other 
Disasters in Chile – Mining View 

Mr Carlos Salamanca, Principal ISO of Interconnections and PPAs, BHP  

Mr Salamanca discussed the efforts of BHP, an international natural resources company and large energy 
consumer, to enhance energy resiliency against earthquakes and other natural disasters in Chile. 

BHP owns three large copper mines in Chile, including Escondida – the largest copper mine in the world. As 
of 2020, the three BHP mines represented 23 percent of copper production, and 8.7 percent of annual 
energy demand in Chile. In fact, Escondida is the biggest electricity consumer connected to the economy’s 
grid system.  

• Lessons learned from 2007 Tocopilla earthquake 

On November 14, 2007, a 7.7-magnitude earthquake (Tocopilla) occurred in Chile, which severely affected 
the transmission system and caused a power outage for about 35 hours at BHP mines. The economic losses 
due to suspended copper production amounted to $34 million in total. This event made BHP more aware of 
the importance of energy resiliency to its business continuity as well as to its long-term business success.  

Since then, BHP has taken various measures to secure a stable electricity supply and mitigate the impact of 
any natural disasters on copper production. The company installed back-up generation, which later become 
a common practice among all medium and large companies in energy-intensive industries in Chile, such as 
forestry and mining. Large companies like BHP sell back reductant electricity to the power grid. As the 
economy has high frequencies of natural disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanic eruptions, 
Chile’s energy consumers like BHP have voluntarily reduced their electricity consumption to avoid a total 
blackout in the event of any disruptions to power supply. Thanks to the post-2007 improvements, BHP is 
now able to restore electricity supply within an average of one or two hours after a natural disaster such as 
an earthquake.  

• BHP’s energy resilience planning 

BHP recognizes sustainability is integral to the company’s business. Building energy resilience to the physical 
impacts of earthquakes and other disasters is essential to long-term business success with sustainability.  

BHP’s energy resilience planning process consists of the following three steps:  

• (1) Scope: Analyze the problem (e.g., how historic events have affected the company’s business), 
and set a boundary (“sphere of influence”) of the event’s impacts on the company’s business.  

• (2) Assess: Identify risks and assess how all the different actors within the company’s sphere of 
influence view these risks.  

• (3) Implement: Produce a guideline for these resiliency plans and implement these practices and 
plans in the company’s processes.  
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Figure 6 BHP’s Energy Resilience Planning Process 

 
Source: BHP Chile 

 

In addition, BHP has increased its preparedness for climate change in order to improve energy resiliency. As 
the basis of its energy resiliency concept, BHP considers other aspects that are also impacted by climate 
change, such as supporting resiliency planning in its host communities (“community resilience”) or 
contributing to the resiliency of the environment (“environmental resilience”), together to improve the 
ability of its business to be ready for future impacts. 

 

Panel Presentation #4 – Challenge of Resilience in the Energy Transition 

Mr Oscar Alamos, Regulatory Specialist, ISA InterChile 

Mr Alamos presented the energy transmission company ISA InterChile’s efforts to strengthen the energy 
resiliency of Chile’s transmission system. 

The ISA Group is a business group with more than 50 years of experience in the energy and 
telecommunications sectors and is currently the largest electricity transmission company in South America, 
managing and operating more than 47,000 km of transmission lines through its affiliates.  

• InterChile’s transmission system in Chile 

InterChile, an ISA affiliate in Chile, was created in 2012, after ISA received a contract from the Chilean 
government to construct, operate, and maintain 784 km of transmission lines, which have been in operation 
since May 2019. This project has allowed new sources of renewable energy, such as solar installations in the 
desert of Atacama in central Chile, to be connected to the economy’s grid system.   

Due to the intensifying natural disasters caused by climate change, Chile is seeking an aggressive energy 
transition from reliance on imported fossil fuels towards electrification based on renewable sources, which 
will also help reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. However, this transition will require a transmission 
system that allows flexibility in the network in order to accommodate fluctuations in power supply during 
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the transition to solar and wind energy. In December 2021, a consortium led by ISA Group was selected to 
build and operate the Kimal-Lo Aguirre project, one of the largest high-voltage electric power transmission 
projects in Chile and in South America. 

• Innovative solutions in the transmission system 

ISA has implemented innovative technologies to enable the network to adapt, respond, and recover more 
quickly to build more robust transmission systems. For example, a new 500 kV substation incorporates 
advanced measurement systems with fiber optics that improve the response time. It also uses gas-insulated 
technologies that reduce the space required for construction and maintenance requirements for of the 
facility.  

ISA also introduced ‘smart’, flexible transmission systems, utilizing groundbreaking technologies from key 
global vendors such as GE, ABB, Siemens, and Hyosung. Incorporating cutting-edge technology allows the 
company to control electricity in a dynamic fashion and increase the protection capacity of the transmission 
line under certain conditions. 

 

Figure 7 ISA’s ‘Smart’ Transmission System 

 
Source: ISA InterChile 

 

Panel Presentation #5 – How the Energy Sector Can Build Resiliency by Adapting to Climate Change? 

Mr Stéphane Godier, Head of Americas, AXA Climate 

Mr Godier introduced the insurance company AXA Climate’s approaches to helping the energy sector in 
Chile build resiliency against climate challenges, illustrating how financial institutions can help navigate 
investments in energy resiliency. 

• Approaches to disaster resiliency in the energy sector 

As an insurer, AXA Climate helps companies in the energy sector ensure energy resiliency against natural 
disasters and other catastrophes through four approaches:  

1. Education: AXA provides an online platform to help companies engage and upskill their 
employees and the public for the transition to sustainability. The platform features six courses 
and over 50 microlearning chapters (videos and quizzes) on the science behind sustainability. 

2. Services: AXA has created a hazard alert system to help companies monitor natural disaster risk 
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globally and deal with hazards. The alert system uses multiple communication channels to warn 
companies of hazards in advance (including floods, storms, earthquakes, wildfires, and 
tsunamis), so the companies can quickly respond and recover from the hazards. 

3. Consulting: AXA helps companies understand how climate may impact their business and guides 
them on how they should adapt their assets and value chain to climate change – using climate 
change modeling resources, such as different scenarios of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) and models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) 
over 2030 and 2050 horizons. The company leverages its climate expertise and data science 
knowledge to create a climate forecast and build climate indexes to better understand climate 
change and its impact on businesses. In particular, AXA’s Climate Adaptation Advisory services, 
relying on insurance data and scientific modeling, help companies integrate climate risks into 
their prevention and insurance decisions and comply with climate-related disclosure objectives. 

4. Insurance: AXA helps companies in the energy sector to ensure energy resiliency against natural 
disasters and catastrophes. Insurance is the way to mitigate risk on volatility and make sure that 
financial compensation is given. 
 

Figure 8 AXA’s Natural Catastrophe Risk Alert System 

 

Source: AXA Climate 

 

 

• Parametric insurance for climate risks  

Insurance normally protects businesses from physical damage to their assets. It does not generally protect 
businesses from losses caused by a lack of renewable energy resources, such as wind, sunlight, or water. To 
cover such circumstances, AXA introduced parametric insurance based on climate indexes, to provide 
companies compensation for non-physical damages caused by climate disasters. 

AXA’s parametric insurance relates the volatility of a climate factor to a real loss in business operation. AXA 
calculates this correlation between the weather peril and the business losses based on the financial data of 
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its clients. For example, AXA measures how much wind or water is necessary for renewable energy 
production. Once AXA establishes the baseline on the required resources and available resources for energy 
production, AXA provides compensation to companies for the loss caused by lack of resources. Parametric 
insurance enables companies to minimize the risk associated with investing in energy projects that might be 
susceptible to natural disasters or climate change impacts.  

 

5.1.4. Session 4. Moderated Panel Discussion and Q&A  

Q1. How do you secure and justify investment in energy resiliency? Is there any mechanism to secure funding 
for energy resiliency? Are there any suggestions or concerns regarding how to secure funding for energy 
resiliency projects? 

Mr Salamanca (BHP) pointed out that financial losses caused by natural disasters or climate change impacts 
can be large, and therefore a major incentive for private companies to implement energy resiliency 
measures. Mr Godier (AXA Climate) mentioned that climate insurance and other similar solutions can help 
encourage more large-scale investment in energy resiliency projects.  

Ms Monteiro (CNE) said that the current payment structure for the transmission sector in Chile is relatively 
flexible compared to other sectors and allows companies to receive a certain return on their investment in 
resiliency. This has encouraged financial institutions to get involved in financing transmission resiliency 
projects. Mr Alamos (ISA InterChile) emphasized that it is essential to incorporate the importance of energy 
resiliency in energy policy. If price is prioritized more than resiliency in the infrastructure procurement 
process, private sectors might not invest in resiliency.  

Mr Charlin (Chile Ministry of Energy) explained that the Ministry is working to introduce incentives to 
encourage investment in resiliency. Future procurement processes for transmission projects will place more 
emphasis on resiliency. He also mentioned the importance of considering the cost and benefit of energy 
resiliency projects to ensure an affordable energy supply.  

 

Q2. For the government stakeholders, what are the most challenging issues in policymaking for energy 
resiliency? How have you addressed those challenges? 

Ms Monteiro answered that it is important for the government to give the right signals to the private sector 
so that they are encouraged to invest in resiliency, for example, by setting appropriate resiliency standards. 
In 2021, CNE started an assessment of the transmission planning process in order to promote more reliable 
and resilient transmission systems in the economy. Mr Charlin explained that such revisions are possible in 
the transmission sector because the current framework in Chile allows certain flexibility. However, in 
general, it is challenging to revise the current methodology for assessment and planning in the power sector 
as it requires amendment of the existing laws. Chile is considering enhancing the integration of not only 
economic factors, but also social factors in future energy infrastructure planning.   

 

Q3. How does Chile balance decarbonization and energy resiliency efforts? 

Ms Monteiro said that Chile has plans to increase use of renewable energy to reduce reliance on imported 
energy sources. The Chilean ISO is currently conducting a study related to the grid requirements necessary to 
resolve intermittency issues related to implementation of renewable energy. Chile is also looking into the 
ancillary services market to introduce a mechanism to incentivize investment in energy resiliency and 
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improve electrical grid performance. Mr Charlin added that the Ministry of Energy is working to promote 
installations of large-scale batteries to enable more flexible grids to support renewable energy use.  

 

5.1.5. Session 5. Closing Session  

Closing Remarks  

Mr Tetsurou Ito, Director of International Affairs Division, Agency for Natural Resources and Energy, Ministry 
of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan  

Mr Daniel Charlin, Head of Resiliency and Risk Management, Ministry of Energy of Chile  

Mr Ito and Mr Charlin thanked everyone for their participation. Mr Ito mentioned that Japan is planning to 
implement the “APEC Energy Resiliency Enhancement Project” as a continuation of this workshop project, 
aiming to identify indicators that can be used to assess energy resiliency in APEC economies as well as to 
develop sectoral guidelines focusing on energy infrastructure companies. 

 

5.2. Chinese Taipei Workshop 

5.2.1. Session 1. Opening Session 

Opening Remarks from Project Overseer  

Mr Tetsurou Ito, Director of International Affairs Division, Agency for Natural Resources and Energy, Ministry 
of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan  

Mr Ito provided background information on the Energy Resiliency Principle and an overview of the workshop 
agenda and goals. He explained that the workshop aims to promote the understanding and dissemination of 
the Energy Resilience Principle, so that it can be used as a reference for economies as they pursue their own 
initiatives. 

 

Opening Remarks from Host Economy 

Mr Ming-Chih Chuang, Director, Bureau of Energy of Chinese Taipei  

Mr Chuang explained the importance of a robust power system for Chinese Taipei as it is an island economy, 
which relies heavily on an isolated grid system. Chinese Taipei is now accelerating the development of smart 
grid, microgrid, distributed energy systems, and energy storage infrastructure as highlighted in the Energy 
Transition White Paper, which was approved in 2020. Mr Chuang mentioned that the workshop is intended 
to share knowledge and experience on energy resiliency in Chinese Taipei and partnering economies in 
Northeast Asia.  

 

5.2.2. Session 2. Presentation of Energy Resiliency Efforts  

Background and Purpose of the Energy Resiliency Principle  

Mr Shintaro Fujimori, Chief for Energy Supply and Demand Policy Office, Agency for Natural Resources and 
Energy, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan 
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Mr Fujimori presented the background and purpose of the APEC Energy Resiliency Principle. The Principle, 
formulated after the adoption of the Cebu Declaration, encourages voluntary efforts to contribute to energy 
resiliency across APEC economies.  

 

Development of APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines 

Ms Nanako Hisamichi, Project Manager, Washington CORE 

Ms Hisamichi presented the draft outline of APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines to solicit input from the 
workshop participants. She covered the guidelines’ background and objectives, development timelines, and 
the roles of stakeholder including governments, energy supply industries, energy consumers, and financial 
institutions. She also discussed five key approaches to energy resiliency, including:   

6. Energy resiliency plan; 
7. Investment and financing for energy resiliency projects; 
8. Proper asset management;  
9. Emerging technologies adoption; and 
10. Multi-stakeholder knowledge sharing.  

 

5.2.3. Session 3. Panel Presentations 

Panel Presentation #1 – Chinese Taipei: Power System Infrastructure Resilience 

Dr Chin-Chung Wu, Director of the Department of System Operations, Taipower 

Dr Wu presented Taipower’s efforts to strengthen its power system infrastructure resilience.  

• Chinese Taipei’s relevant Critical Infrastructure Protection Act 

In Chinese Taipei, there are several types of risks that can endanger the power system and cause power 
supply instability, including natural disasters, extreme climate, intermittency associated with renewable 
energy, and human factors (e.g., terrorism, cyberattack). Therefore, the government has implemented the 
relevant Critical Infrastructure Protection Act, which requires that all critical infrastructure to: (1) implement 
risk assessment; (2) prepare a protection plan; and (3) conduct regular drills.  

As an energy company that is responsible for power generation and grid operations of the entire power 
system of Chinese Taipei, Taipower’s facilities are considered to be critical infrastructure. In accordance with 
the process illustrated in the figure below, Taipower has established safety protection plans. 
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Figure 9 Process of Critical Infrastructure Safety Protection Management in Chinese Taipei 

 
Source: Taipower 

 

• Ways to improve power system resilience 

Taipower is dedicated to building power infrastructure resilience in the following ways: (1) speed up post-
disaster recovery (e.g., emergency operation center); (2) repair equipment and train employees; (3) prevent 
disasters and reduce losses (e.g., risk assessment, regular drills, and exercises, strengthening of power grid). 

During a disaster, Taipower’s Emergency Operation Center (EOC) will coordinate available manpower and 
the resources as quickly as possible to restore power after outages. Its Disaster Prevention Management 
System (DPMS) will aggregate information on power outages, equipment status, and manpower to help 
shorten the time for power restoration.  

Under normal conditions, Taipower facilitates discussions on energy security issues, such as disaster 
prevention, counterterrorism, emergency repairs and smart grids with other economies around the world, 
and conducts regular drills based on various risk scenarios to improve disaster management capabilities 

The scale and severity of damages to power systems caused by disasters has continued to worsen due to the 
impact of global climate change. Thus, Taipower has proposed three countermeasures: (1) strengthen utility 
poles (e.g. upgrade materials used for the utility poles to increase the engineering strength); (2) improve grid 
resilience (e.g. increase the number of automated feeders, expand the construction of smart substations, 
upgrade substations and distribution lines); and (3) implement underground power lines and grid 
enhancement projects.  

• Dual-Master Synchronous Operation Scheme 

Taipower is the first power company in the world to establish a dual-master synchronous operation scheme 
system to ensure stable and reliable system operation. The system consists of two separate centers located 
in the major cities of Kaohsiung and Taipei in Chinese Taipei. If any problem occurs in either city, the Central 
Dispatch Control Center (CDCC) in the other city is able to seamlessly take over and maintain the normal 
operation of power dispatch. Both centers can transmit and receive the data from power plants, Area 
Dispatch Control Centers (ADCCs) and Extra High Voltage (EHV) substations at the same time through SCADA 
WAN (Supervision Control and Data Acquisition Wide Area Networks), so there is no data exchange lag.  

 

Figure 10 Taipower’s Dual-Master Synchronous Operation Scheme  
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Source: Taipower 

 

• Electricity Trading Platform 

Taipower launched a new electricity trading platform to obtain sufficient ancillary services to address the 
challenges caused by the intermittent nature of renewable energy as the economy transitions to it. Qualified 
traders can participate in this trading platform with self-use or commissioned resources, such as self-use 
generators, renewable energy, basic power generation equipment, interconnected battery energy storage 
systems, and demand response (DR). This trading platform is expected to make available private 
decentralized resources to stabilize Taipower’s power grid. 

 

Figure 11 Structure of Taipower’s Electricity Trading Platform  

 

Source: Taipower 
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Panel Presentation #2 – Japan: Nihonbashi Smart City Project  

Mr Yukikazu Kawahigashi, Executive Manager of the Project Planning Division of the Environment and Energy 
Service Department, Mitsui Fudosan 

Mr Kawahigashi focused on Nihonbashi Smart City, a project led by Mitsui Fudosan, a real estate company 
headquartered in Japan that develops and manages office buildings, retail properties and hotels. Mr 
Kawahigashi discussed approaches energy consumers can implement to strengthen energy resiliency.  

• Back-up power generation from gas co-generation system 

The Nihonbashi Smart Energy Project is a regional energy center. It utilizes large-scale co-generation system 
(CGS) fueled by pipeline gas to provide a stable supply of electricity and heat to areas surrounding 
Nihonbashi Muromachi district in Tokyo, including to existing buildings. The three-gas-engine CGS receives 
fuel from medium-pressure gas pipelines, which are resistant to disasters. The CGS offers highly efficient 
electricity and heat, which helps to reduce CO2 emissions. The CGS generates a maximum of 23,000 kilowatts 
of electricity and a maximum of 116 gigajoules of thermal energy. The heat generated from the system is 
used for hot water supply and heating.  

 

Figure 12 Medium-pressure Gas Line & Gas Co-generation System 

 
Source: Mitsui Fudosan  

 

• Disaster-resilient energy infrastructure and technologies 

The Nihonbashi Smart City Project was initiated as a result of the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake. The 
Nihonbashi Energy Center can continue to generate electricity and heat using CGS even if there is a 
widespread blackout caused by strong earthquakes or other disasters. The CGS was installed underground to 
minimize the impact of earthquakes. Concrete walls reaching up to the second floor in a pot-like structure 
were also constructed to ensure extra protection from flood and other water damage. The plant is sealed by 
a 30 cm-thick waterproof door at its opening to prevent flood waters from entering. 

The Nihonbashi Energy Center was built with its own high security communications network that operates 
24/7. It uses an energy management system, which incorporates the latest ICT to forecast energy demand 
and control equipment to improve operational efficiency. It uses information including past operational 
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data, weather forecasts, and event schedules to forecast the next day's electricity demand.  

Buildings in the areas surrounding Nihonbashi Energy Center can receive sufficient energy from the center in 
times of crisis to sustain building operations, including 25 percent of lighting needs and 50 percent of air 
conditioning and elevators. Mitsui Fudosan is planning three more projects in Tokyo, aiming to improve the 
city’s competitiveness by enhancing energy resiliency. 

 

Panel Presentation #3 – Republic of Korea: New Resilience Strategies based on Cascading Outage Analysis 
to Enhance Power Grid Security 

Dr Jin Hur, Professor of the Department of Climate and Energy Systems Engineering, Ewha Womans 
University 

Professor Hur introduced a proposed cascading outage analysis method and new energy resilience strategies 
in Korea. 

• Cascading outage simulation for energy grid security 

A team led by Professor Hur is developing a new cascading outage analysis method to enhance power grid 
security. The team is proposing a new resiliency strategy to enable cascading mitigation and fast restoration 
using variable generating resources, such as wind and solar generating resources.  

In Korea, utility companies are required to perform an evaluation of possible cascading outages caused by 
extreme events to meet the requirements in the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) 
standard, NERC TPL-004-4: Transmission System Planning Performance Requirement.  

Utility companies evaluate the possibility of outages and impact on the energy system using simulations to 
develop a mitigation strategy. The evaluation is based on the analysis of an outage due to initial disturbances 
and consequent cascading outage (i.e., widespread electric service interruption). The strategy includes 
methods to minimize damage to power, such as system stabilization through load shedding.  

• Future work for implementing power grid resilience  

Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO), a single transmission owner in Korea, is currently preparing a 
power grid resilience framework based on variable generating resources. Professor Hur’s team, along with 
KEPCO, will enhance the optimal design for cascading outage mitigation and develop the system restoration 
model.  
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Figure 13 Future Work for Power Grid Resilience Framework in Korea 

 

Source: Ewha Womans University 

 

5.2.4. Session 4. Moderated Panel Discussion and Q&A  

Q1. Smart energy projects and infrastructure modernization require substantial investment. How do you 
secure and justify investments when implementing energy resiliency? 

Mr Kawahigashi (Mitsui Fudosan) answered that the basic scheme for the Nihonbashi Smart City Project was 
to recover investments in generation equipment and other facilities through an energy tariff over a useful 
life of 20 years, with the initial investment financed by financial institutions. In addition, the company 
received partial subsidies from the Japanese government as well as the Tokyo metropolitan government as 
the project contributes to improving resiliency. Dr Wu (Taipower) said that because the Chinese Taipei 
government’s “Smart Grid Masterplan” designated Taipower as an implementer of the plan, the government 
funded Taipower’s grid resiliency measures. 

 

Q2. While energy resiliency planning involves multiple steps such as stakeholder engagement, risk 
assessment, identifying critical infrastructure, etc., what are the key elements that require special 
consideration to develop effective resiliency plans? 

Dr Wu pointed out that it is important to incorporate climate challenges into resiliency planning. Thus, 
Taipower’s smart grid implementation aims to improve the climate resiliency of power systems in all 
aspects, such as establishing countermeasures in preparation for the occurrence of multiple disasters at the 
same time. Professor Hur emphasized the importance of defining the concept of resiliency, as Korea is now 
determining the definition and the method of power grid resilience. Mr Kawahigashi added that it is difficult 
to get people to cover the cost of energy resiliency projects because resiliency tends to be considered as an 
insurance against future disasters and lower in priority. Therefore, it is important to promote the economic 
and environmental benefits of energy resiliency efforts. 
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Q3. The intermittent nature of renewable energy was identified as one of energy resiliency challenges. What 
measures have your organizations taken to address the challenge? 

Dr Wu said that Taipower is actively introducing 5G, AI, IoT, and big data technologies to build a smart grid 
and promote demand-side management. It also uses machine learning and other technologies to obtain 
real-time demand and supply data in order to tackle the intermittent nature of renewable power generation. 
Taipower installed 1.1 million smart meters in 2020, which are used to provide customers with electricity 
consumption data and visualization, encouraging them to reduce power usage based on real-time energy 
supply data. Professor Hur added that it is important to introduce appropriate decision-making support tools 
(e.g., AI, IoT, or power grid control room) and help employees acquire knowledge through training and 
experience. Mr Kawahigashi said that Mitsui Fudosan also widely utilizes IoT technologies in its energy 
management systems for demand forecasting and optimal operation control. The company is now seeking to 
improve computation speed, which would enable more precise site control.  

 

Q4. Are there any other stakeholder categories that should be considered to engage in the discussion of 
energy resiliency? 

Dr Wu answered engagement with stakeholders is important to secure sufficient resources to enhance grid 
resiliency. Taipower launched a new electricity trading platform in November 2021 to incentivize utilization 
of external resources, including demand response, self-use generators and battery energy storage systems in 
order to ensure stable power supply through seasonal demand fluctuation.  

 

Q5. In addition to the five approaches in the draft energy resiliency guidelines, are there any other 
approaches that should be added to the list? 

Dr Wu pointed out that asset management is key among the five approaches. Taipower has prepared for 
climate change and green energy transition in its asset management plans by replacing equipment and 
strengthening maintenance efforts. Professor Hur said that risk analysis is important for managing power 
facilities, especially transmission substations and transformers. In Korea, power utility company KEPCO and 
power system operator Korea Power Exchange (KPX) are developing a mathematical index or matrix for grid 
resilience risk analysis.  

 

Q6. Based on your experience, what is the most effective energy resiliency approach? What is the most 
critical aspect to be included in the Energy Resiliency Guidelines? 

Dr Wu said that diversification of energy resources and securing of sufficient energy reserves are crucial to 
achieving a stable power supply. For this purpose, Taipower is acquiring power from an electricity trading 
platform, and utilizing cutting edge energy technologies, such as carbon capture, utilization, and storage 
(CCUS), offshore wind farms, and battery energy storage systems. Professor Hur said that securing 
investments in energy resiliency is the most important. Governments may experiment with a competitive 
energy market to promote investment from financial institutions. For example, the Korean government is 
planning an electricity market pilot in Jeju Island, a remote island in Korea, as part of the economy’s efforts 
to encourage investments in smart grid technology.   
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5.2.5. Session 5. Closing Session  

Closing Remarks  

Mr Tetsurou Ito, Director of International Affairs Division, Agency for Natural Resources and Energy, Ministry 
of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan  

Mr Ming-Chih Chuang, Director, Bureau of Energy of Chinese Taipei  

Mr Ito and Mr Chuang thanked everyone for their participation. Mr Ito stated that Japan is planning to 
implement the “APEC Energy Resiliency Enhancement Project” as a continuation of this workshop project, 
aiming to identify indicators that can be used to assess energy resiliency in APEC economies as well as to 
develop sectoral guidelines focusing on energy infrastructure companies. 

 

5.3. The Philippines Workshop 

5.3.1. Session 1. Opening Session 

Opening Remarks from Project Overseer  

Mr Tetsurou Ito, Director of International Affairs Division, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan 

Mr Ito provided the background of the Energy Resiliency Principle and an overview of the Philippines 
workshop agenda and goals. The workshop aimed to disseminate the Principle, and share knowledge and 
experiences on energy resiliency in the Philippines.  

 

Opening Remarks from Host Economy 

Mr Felix William B. Fuentebella, Senior Undersecretary of Energy, Department of Energy of the Philippines  

Philippines’ Department of Energy Senior Undersecretary Fuentebella recognized the importance of a 
resilient energy sector due to the economy’s vulnerability to natural and human-induced hazards, which 
have disrupted the delivery of energy goods and services, affecting the Philippines’ economy and people’s 
daily lives.  

He emphasized the importance of the private sector, civil society, development partners, and multilateral 
development partners to invest in improving resiliency through technical assistance and funding. Further, he 
suggested that APEC economies should consider a policy mechanism that provides funding support for 
rehabilitation programs. The Philippines’ energy sector also collaborates with international partners to 
develop science- and evidence-based frameworks and strategies in order to enhance its resilience system 
and infrastructure and disaster response capabilities. 

He recalled the establishment of the APEC Energy Resiliency Task Force during the 2015 APEC Energy 
Ministers meeting held in Cebu, Philippines, which also led to the adoption of energy resiliency in the plans 
and programs of the Department. He noted the creation of the Philippine DOE’s Task Force on Energy 
Resiliency (TFER) and the requirement that the energy industry submit a Resiliency Compliance Plan which 
will determine the best practices for building better infrastructure and more efficient systems. He 
mentioned several initiatives that promote energy resiliency in the Philippines, including the APEC workshop 
on improving energy resiliency in off-grid areas in APEC member economies, an energy consumer and 
stakeholders conference with the theme “strengthening governance and resiliency in the energy sector,” 
and the E-Power Mo, a strategy to enhance energy resiliency in the Philippines. The Philippines will work 
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together with other APEC member economies to adopt existing protocols and guidance in energy resiliency.  

Finally, he encouraged the participants to work together to encourage the development and adoption of 
guidelines that account for the varying conditions of economies.  

 

5.3.2. Session 2. Presentation of Energy Resiliency Efforts  

Background and Purpose of the Energy Resiliency Principle  

Mr Yuya Uno, Deputy Director of Energy Supply and Demand Policy Office, Agency for Natural Resources and 
Energy, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan 

Mr Uno provided the background and purpose of the APEC Energy Resiliency Principle. He explained that 
energy is the most essential service which provides a basis for various social and economic activities. While 
the recent agreement among APEC economies urges investing in energy resilience, energy resilience could 
be a new criterion of socially sustainable activity in the context of sustainable finance.  

 

Development of APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines 

Ms Nanako Hisamichi, Project Manager, Washington CORE 

Ms Hisamichi presented the draft outline of APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines to solicit input from the 
workshop participants. She covered the guidelines’ background and objectives, development timelines, and 
the roles of stakeholder including governments, energy supply industries, energy consumers, and financial 
institutions. She also discussed five key approaches to energy resiliency, including:   

1. Energy resiliency plan; 
2. Investment and financing for energy resiliency projects; 
3. Proper asset management;  
4. Emerging technologies adoption; and 
5. Multi-stakeholder knowledge sharing.  

 

5.3.3. Session 3. Panel Presentations 

Panel Presentation #1 – NGCP’s Energy Resilience Challenges and Measures 

Mr Giovanni Randolfo A. Galang, Assistant Vice President and Head of the Technical Management 
Department, National Grid Corporation of the Philippines 

Mr Galang introduced the National Grid Corporation of the Philippines (NGCP), the sole transmission services 
provider in the Philippines. He presented the NGCP’s preparation measures to mitigate the impact of 
disasters on its transmission facilities, and shared NGCP’s resilience measures and its ability to recover from 
and reduce the magnitude of power disruption. NGCP highlighted its proactive approach to disaster risk 
reduction and management. 

• NGCP’s disaster management measures  

The Philippines was ranked fourth in the world among the economies most affected by extreme weather 
events, according to the Global Climate Risk Index from 1998 to 2017, by Germanwatch, a Bonn, Germany-
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based nonprofit public policy organization. On average, the Philippines is hit by 26 earthquakes and 
typhoons per year.  

In this context, NGCP has implemented various disaster management measures, such as provision of 
sufficient backups for emergency. This includes emergency restoration systems, steel poles, spare 
transformers, and mobile transformers. Also, NGCP is empowering its partner communities through disaster 
risk reduction trainings. NGCP ensures that its command centers are fully equipped and have well-trained 
personnel. 

• NGCP’s Integrated Disaster Action Plan 

NGCP’s Integrated Disaster Action Plan (IDAP) serves as the general framework that prescribes end-to-end 
emergency and rehabilitation procedures to ensure the readiness of all its transmission facilities. The IDAP 
considers the use of internationally accepted principles and adoption of a holistic disaster risk management 
approach as contained in Republic Act No. 10121. It involves the four thematic areas of mitigation, 
preparedness, response, and recovery.  

The IDAP consists of a main module - which is based on the Sendai Framework for Disaster Reduction and 
the Philippine Grid Code - and disaster specific modules, which include Natural Disasters, Health Crises, and 
Man-made Disasters. Under the IDAP framework, the following plans and guidelines relevant to resiliency 
planning have been developed:  

• Integrated Disaster Action Plan: Main Module  
• Integrated Disaster Action Plan: Module 1 – Natural Disasters 
• Transmission Development Plan 2020-2040 
• Business Continuity in the Time of Health Crisis Guidelines 
• National Grid Corporation of the Philippines-Computer Emergency Response Team Manual  

The figure below illustrates NGCP’s Integrated Disaster Action Plan framework. 

 

Figure 14 NGCP’s Integrated Disaster Action Plan Framework 

 

Source: National Grid Corporation of the Philippines 
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• Overall Command Center  

NGCP has a four-tiered Disaster Management structure, including corporate, region, district, and individual 
facility tiers. Its Overall Command Center serves as its communication arm with regional counterparts. It is 
the focal station to monitor weather disturbances and other contingencies and the nerve center for drills, 
coordinating responses, resource mobilization, and information management during disaster operations and 
other events. It has links to the Philippines’ weather bureau and satellite images from the Joint Typhoon 
Warning Center (JTWC) in Hawaii and Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).  

• Grid resiliency measures  

In the alignment with the Philippines’ Energy Resiliency Policy (DOE Department Circular No. DC2018-01-
001), NGCP has developed the Grid Resiliency Plan. The key elements of the Grid Resiliency Plan include:  

1. Adherence to “Build Back Better” principle; 
2. Resilient and robust grid configuration; 
3. Technology-based planning and decisions; 
4. Enhanced asset management; 
5. Adoption of emerging technologies; and 
6. Covering all disruptive event domains (human, physical, cyber). 

NGCP’s grid planning is based on risk assessment. NGCP selects sites for its substations and transmission line 
routes using criteria based on updated hazard maps from government agencies. NGCP also enhances its 
asset management by adapting international best practices, such as use of a database for asset management 
and prioritization for allocation of resources based on asset conditions. 

 

Figure 15 Examples of Hazard Maps Used by NGCP 

 

Source: National Grid Corporation of the Philippines 

  

NGCP’s disaster preparedness involves the use of maps for hazards including floods, landslides, lightning 
strikes, and wind intensity zones. Such hazard maps provide important information to help NGCP understand 
the risks of natural hazards to its transmission facilities and develop its resiliency plan accordingly. Hazard 
maps enable asset management based on risk assessment. For example, determining where to build bored 
pile foundations and slope protection for transmission facilities.  
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NGCP is also adapting emerging technologies, such as energy storage systems and smart grid. NGCP has an 
ongoing initiative to support the integration of increasing amounts of renewable energy into the grid. Lastly, 
NGCP’s Integrated Disaster Action Plan calls for the creation of an Electricity Resilience Model (ERM) team 
whose roles include development and deployment of a modeling system for grid planning and real-time 
resiliency analysis. The ERM team will conduct annual needs assessment activities to ensure the organization 
can effectively perform highly specialized activities, such as data analytics, extreme event grid planning, big 
data management, data visualization, and cybersecurity to enhance energy resiliency. 

 

Panel Presentation #2 – Powering Progress for the Future: Energy Resiliency at Pilipinas Shell 

Lorelie Quiambao Osial, President and CEO, Pilipinas Shell Petroleum Corporation 

Ms Osial highlighted Pilipinas Shell’s energy resiliency initiatives in the Philippines. 

• Strategies for energy security 

The unprecedented crisis of the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted the oil and gas value chain. Pilipinas Shell has 
an effective business continuity plan and a disaster response plan that can facilitate response for a single or 
multiple different crises. The company conducts an after-action review for disasters, such as super typhoons, 
and incorporates the lessons learned into its business continuity and disaster response plans to ensure 
continuous improvement.   

Pilipinas Shell has been working to improve its supply chain to achieve a more affordable and reliable energy 
supply. For example, the transformation of the Tabangao Refinery to Shell Import Facility Tabangao (SHIFT) 
is pivotal to strengthening the energy supply chain with a capacity of 263 million liters (ML). SHIFT is well 
positioned to meet the demand of Metro Manila, South Luzon, and Northern Visayas. Shell also established 
an outside supply point in Subic. These developments, together with Shell’s North Mindanao import facility 
in Cagayan De Oro (CDO), complement the supply chain triangle that Pilipinas Shell has created. By 2025, 
Pilipinas Shell aspires to increase its number of medium range terminals from 3 to 5.  

Shell PLC also invests in diversification of energy sources, including renewables and new energies. The 
Tabangao import terminal is 100% powered by a combination of solar, geothermal, and hydro energies. 
Additionally, the solar farm onsite, which has over 5,200 solar panels and seven inverters, can generate up to 
300-megawatt hours of power. 

• Strategies for decarbonization 

Shell Plc has a target to become a net zero emissions energy business by 2050 by reducing emissions from its 
operations and from the energy product it sells, and by capturing and storing any remaining emissions using 
technology or balancing them with offsets. 

Shell PLC continues to manage the environmental impact of its terminals and depots, by complying with 
environmental regulations and standards for its emissions and effluence. The move to transform the 
Tabangao refinery resulted in a 50% reduction in the company’s direct GHG emissions. In the coming years, 
Pilipinas Shell aims to transform its business, providing more low carbon energy options such as biofuels, 
hydrogen, electric vehicles charging, and electricity generated by solar and wind power.  
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Panel Presentation #3 – The Role of the Private Sector in Energy Resiliency 

Mr Rene Jose Sayoc Meily, President, Philippine Disaster Resilience Foundation 

Mr Meily presented the Philippine Disaster Resilience Foundation’s (PDRF) role in private sector-led energy 
resiliency efforts in the Philippines.  

• Private sector-led emergency operations system 

PDRF is a private sector-led disaster management organization that includes many of the major business 
groups in the Philippines. PDRF operates through a cluster system, which has eight industries, including: (1) 
water & sanitation; (2) infrastructure; (3) logistics; (4) finance & insurance; (5) ICT; (6) search & 
rescue/medical; (7) food & non-food; and (8) power, fuel & energy.  

PDRF operates the first private sector-led Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in the region, based in the 
Clark Freeport and Special Economic Zone. The hub operates 24/7 using advanced communications software 
and technology to monitor climate related and natural hazards in close coordination with deployed 
resources in the field. It also serves as a training center for disaster preparedness and for the coordination of 
relief and response efforts during major disasters. 

• Energy sector contingency plan  

In 2018, the Philippine Department of Energy, in partnership with the PDRF, initiated the updating of the 
2002 National Energy Contingency Plan. This calls for greater coordination among the private sector and the 
government of the Philippines. Based on the plan, PDRF and the government conduct joint planning, 
simulations, and drills in preparation for large scale earthquakes in Metro Manila. 

 

Figure 16 Energy Resiliency Collaboration between PDRF and the Philippine Government 

 
Source: Philippine Disaster Resilience Foundation 

 

• Task Force Kapatid  

PDRF supports building the disaster response capabilities of the Task Force Kapatid (which means 
“brotherhood” in the Filipino language). When a disaster strikes, thousands of linemen from several private 
companies get dispatched to the disaster-stricken areas to support the local utility companies. PDRF plays a 
vital role in coordinating resources among its member companies during crises. During disaster response for 
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Typhoon ODETTE (International Name RAI), the PDRF was able to coordinate the availability of barges and 
ships with the member companies of its logistics cluster to transport vehicles and equipment to distant 
islands to help restore power.  

• Disaster risk training & financing options  

PDRF also provides support for capacity building. PDRF offers training to help energy sector stakeholders be 
prepared for future catastrophes. It offers courses in tropical weather, earthquakes, household 
preparedness, and business continuity. Among its courses are courses on the incident command system and 
operating emergency operations centers. Since the COVID-19 pandemic, PDRF has shifted to online forums, 
creating its own online platform called “I Adapt”. 

PDRF is also promoting several disaster risk financing options. First, PDRF met with the UN Development 
Programme (UNDP) and BPI Capital to discuss producing a climate resiliency bond. In one example of this 
financial model, the Department of Energy acts as a bond issuer. The money raised from the sale of the 
bonds to social investors in the Philippines and throughout the world can be used to build energy resilient 
facilities. Another major tool is insurance, which can cover much of disaster-related damage and help 
accelerate the restoration of power facilities after disasters.  

 

Panel Presentation #4 – DOE Philippines’ Energy Resiliency Efforts and Best Practices 

Mr Michael O. Sinocruz, OIC-Director of Energy Policy and Planning Bureau, Department of Energy of the 
Philippines 

Mr Sinocruz introduced the Philippine Department of Energy’s (PDOE) various policy measures to enhance 
the economy’s energy resiliency. 

• Energy Resiliency Policy 

PDOE issued the Department Circular No. DC2018-01-0001, “Adoption of Energy Resiliency in the Planning 
and Programming of the Energy Sector to Mitigate Potential Impacts of Disasters”, which is also called 
Energy Resiliency Policy (ERP) to increase the reliability of the economy’s energy systems against the effects 
of natural calamities. The ERP provides the legal basis for energy resiliency efforts in the Philippines. It aims 
to promote disaster risk reduction measures in the existing infrastructure as well as future investment, for 
example, by developing resiliency standards that will be used as the basis for future construction of energy 
facilities.  

To ensure continuous policies, plans and programs, the energy resiliency is integrated in the “Philippine 
Energy Plan” that covers the period of 2020 to 2040. The plan highlights the strategic focal points on the 
following two aspects. 

(1) Energy Resiliency: Assessment of Resiliency Compliance Plan (RCP), energy sector preparedness 
measures, energy sector disaster response during the COVID-19 pandemic, preparedness and 
management for compound disasters, rehabilitation of damaged facilities through the “Build Back 
Better” principle, and development of disaster risk financing and insurance. 

(2) Energy Security: Oil and gas security (e.g., external oil supply disruption, oil and gas exploration, 
smuggling of oil products, etc.), and power system security (e.g., cybersecurity threat, bombing of 
transmission facilities, insurgency in rural electrification areas, etc.). 
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• Task Force on Energy Resiliency  

The DOE Department Circular No. DC2018-01-0001 created the Task Force on Energy Resiliency (TFER), 
which is chaired by the Senior Undersecretary of the Department of Energy. It is composed of various energy 
companies, security groups, and non-governmental agencies. TFER addresses resiliency challenges and is 
currently focused on the electricity sector and oil sector. 

For the electricity sector, TFER coordinates with different stakeholders, such as the National Disaster Risk 
Reduction Management Council (NDRRMC) for power restoration activities, and the PDRF for logistic and 
response concerns. For the oil sector, TFER ensures stable oil supply in ports for timely delivery of petroleum 
products. For example, the DOE implements and monitors a price freeze for LPG and kerosene in areas that 
have declared a state of calamity. The TFER ensures reasonable oil prices for disaster areas with an oil price 
hike, and creation of a centralized directory of contact people for all oil companies for response activities. 

 

Figure 17 Organization Chart of Task Force on Energy Resiliency  

 

Source: Department of Energy of the Philippines  

 

When an emergency or a natural disaster occurs, or even prior to it, the PDOE automatically activates TFER, 
which convenes a meeting to look at preparedness, stockpiling, systems, and related issues. TFER also 
conducts regular meetings during the event, and a post-event evaluation after the event. 

During calamities, once the power supply is affected in certain areas, Task Force Kapatid and other 
distribution utilities provide manpower support to the affected distribution utilities so that they can 
immediately restore the electricity supply. Aside from manpower, distribution utilities also share equipment, 
materials, among others. 

 

• Resiliency Compliance Plan  

The ERP requires all energy industry stakeholders, including electric cooperatives and distribution utilities, to 
submit a “Resiliency Compliance Plan (RCP)” that contains structural and non-structural measures to 
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strengthen energy resiliency – which are categorized into the following four pillars: (1) strengthening 
infrastructure; (2) stockpiling; (3) systems development; and (4) response and recovery. The energy industry 
stakeholders were given six months to submit their RCPs, which would be reviewed at least once every three 
years.  

In 2021, the TFER Secretariat partnered with the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) Energy 
Secure Philippines (ESP) Team to conduct an evaluation of 161 RCPs submitted by generation, transmission, 
and distribution companies and electric cooperatives. In addition, TFER and USAID ESP are planning to 
evaluate RCPs submitted by the oil industry. Based on the results of RCP evaluation, PDOE will update the 
existing ERP to address any gaps and challenges in energy resiliency policy. Part of the ERP update will be 
formulating the Energy Resiliency Standards and the Energy Resiliency Scorecard. 

 

Figure 18 Next Steps after the Resiliency Compliance Plan (RCP) Assessment 

 

Source: Department of Energy of the Philippines 

 

• Challenges and lessons learned during disaster response and early recovery 

During the recent disaster response and early recovery activities for Super Typhoon Odette in December 
2021, PDOE identified several challenges to the economy’s energy resiliency, such as weather disruptions of 
marine transportation of repair equipment; disaster response operations cancelled due to personnel testing 
COVID-19 positive; insufficiency of fuel supply for diesel power plants; and spikes in prices of petroleum 
products in disaster-stricken areas.  

As a result, PDOE is proposing the following policy recommendations:  

(1) Introduce provision to promote solar energy in the residential sector in remote areas, 
(2) Introduce provision to encourage installation of mobile generators for critical infrastructure, 
(3) Review the existing resiliency standards for transmission and distribution sectors, 
(4) Review the existing policy on stockpiling 
(5) Develop pre-arrangements for the logistics cluster’s disaster response (e.g., inventory and 

transportation of logistics) with the NDRRMC and NGOs (e.g., PDRF), 
(6) Institutionalize Task Force Kapatid membership and management, 
(7) Conduct research on disaster risk financing and investment, 
(8) Formulate a protocol on emergency oil rationing during disasters,  
(9) Review and enhance the oil price monitoring to prevent oil price hikes, 
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(10) Enhance disaster reporting and database. 
 

• Initiative to update the National Energy Contingency Plan  

The PDOE is currently updating the National Energy Contingency Plan (NECP) in preparation for a large-scale 
earthquake (i.e., magnitude 7.2) in the greater Metro Manila area. The update aims to harmonize the energy 
sector’s system response with pre-identified disaster scenarios and to strengthen coordination, 
communication, and interoperability of the concerned energy industry participants. The update is expected 
to be completed by May 2022. 

The update incorporates two strategies: (1) reducing risks in the greater Metro Manilla area; and (2) 
enhancing resiliency of this area and the rest of the economy. The policy mechanisms and program activities 
associated with the strategies are detailed in the following figure.  

 

Figure 19 Strategies for Earthquake Risk Reduction in the Philippines 

 
Source: Department of Energy of the Philippines 

 

Panel Presentation #5 – Tools to Enhance Energy Resilience Financing 

Mr John Aaron Edgar, Office Director for Environment, United States Agency for International Development-
Philippines 

Mr Edgar introduced the tools that U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) has proposed to use 
in enhancing energy resiliency financing in the Philippines. 

• Energy Secure Philippines 

Strengthening resiliency is one of USAID’s key priorities, as embodied in the agency’s draft Climate Strategy 
Framework. The framework was announced at the 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP26) 
in Glasgow to engage the private sector to increase equitable access to finances to support resiliency 
adaptation and mitigation actions. 
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In 2020, USAID, in partnership with PDOE, launched a key resilience initiative in the Philippines’ energy 
sector, called Energy Secure Philippines (ESP). The project is designed to help the economy enhance energy 
reliability and security given the nature of its unified power system. The project has invested 1.7 billion 
pesos ($34 million). Ultimately, ESP aims to mobilize more than 38 billion pesos, or $750 million, of private 
resources for, among others, new renewable or clean energy projects amounting to 500 megawatts of 
generation capacity. Under the ESP, USAID is also implementing several energy resiliency activities including: 
a grant center contract to offer $7.5 million in grants to the private sector, NGOs, and civil society to 
promote energy resiliency; and a review of RCPs submitted from over 230 facilities – both power and oil/gas 
sectors.  

• Energy Resilience Scorecard 

USAID is now supporting PDOE to create an “Energy Resilience Scorecard”, which depicts broader risk 
modeling and measures resiliency performance against the Philippines’ and international resiliency 
benchmarks. The scorecard is expected to serve as a valuable guide for policy formulation as well as targeted 
training on energy resiliency.  

As illustrated in the figure below, innovative funding and financing is a critical component of the Energy 
Resilience Scorecard, as it can allow for evidence-based decision making on resource allocations. USAID and 
PDOE will have a continuous dialogue on innovative funding and financing schemes, along with potential 
applications of the resilience scorecard.  

 

Figure 20 Five Pillars of Resilience Scorecard 

 
Source: United States Agency for International Development 

 

5.3.4. Session 4. Moderated Panel Discussion and Q&A  

Q1. What factors help secure funding for energy resiliency internally and externally? What concerns and 
challenges are associated with securing financing? 

Mr Galang (NGCP) mentioned that the vulnerability of transmissions infrastructure can increase the long-
term cost of investments in transmission facilities. An enhanced resiliency standard, which ensures 
transmission facilities are “climate proof”, can serve to justify and encourage the investments.  

In addition to the importance of a resiliency standard, Mr Meily (PDRF) said that government tax breaks for 
the private sector can help secure financing for resilience investments, as illustrated by past cases in which 
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tax breaks successfully encouraged the deployment of renewable energy projects. Mr Sinocruz (PDOE) 
emphasized that the PDOE is providing energy resiliency-related funding for affected electric cooperatives 
from the $15 million Electrical Cooperative Emergency and Resiliency Fund, and it now seeks to come up 
with a new financing framework for energy resiliency by the end of 2022, through an initiative supported by 
USAID.  

Mr Edgar (USAID) echoed that the private sector in the Philippines can play an important role in financing 
energy resiliency measures – particularly prevention measures, which have long-term benefits and hopefully 
provide a return on investments. Ms Osial (Pilipinas Shell) added that a robust government policy can 
incentivize not only energy companies but also consumers to change their behavior toward more sustainable 
energy usage as well as investment in energy resiliency. 

 

Q2. What are the areas that mostly urgently require capacity building for energy resiliency? What are the 
ways we can foster grassroots community engagement in such efforts? 

Mr Edgar suggested that a government policy framework should be enhanced to better encourage the 
private sector to invest in energy resiliency. For example, a new law passed in the Philippine legislature aims 
to promote community microgrid development, presenting a robust opportunity for private companies to 
play an important role in improving energy access through microgrids. Similar policy approaches can be 
introduced for energy resiliency. Ms Osial said needs assessment is important for stakeholders to 
understand the actual needs of the surrounding community. In this sense, partnerships with local 
governments and other grassroots organizations should be strengthened to better understand current and 
future risks and come up with an integrated solution tailored to the specific case. Mr Meily added that PDRF 
is cooperating with local communities through “community mapping” activities, in which members of the 
communities provide PDRF with information about hazard risks specific to the local area as well as planning 
details, such as evacuation routes. Using input from the community, a 3D map is developed to help member 
companies identify any issues or hazards that could lead to disasters like wildfires.  

 

Q3. What are some examples of resiliency measures targeting oil pipeline infrastructure? 

Ms Osial answered that Shell looks at resiliency of oil pipeline infrastructure from a life cycle perspective, 
which includes financing, design, operation, and maintenance. The environmental and geographical 
landscape changes over time, so it should be considered whether such changes would have any implications 
for current/future risks of human-induced or natural disasters.  

 

5.3.5. Session 5. Closing Session  

Closing Remarks  

Dr Kazumoto Irie, President of the Asia Pacific Energy Research Centre (APERC)  

Mr Michael O. Sinocruz, OIC Director of Energy Policy and Planning Bureau, Department of Energy of the 
Philippines  

Dr Irie and Mr Sinocruz thanked everyone for their participation. Dr Irie stated that the insightful 
presentations and discussions during the workshop will make a great contribution to the development of the 
APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines. Dr Irie added that the Japanese government and the APERC will continue 
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to promote energy resiliency issues in APEC through the “Energy Resiliency Enhancement Project.”  

Mr Sinocruz pointed out that energy resiliency is critical, particularly for developing economies, and 
emphasized the importance of investment, subsidies, and financial assistance to support energy resiliency to 
adapt to climate change. He also asserted the importance of collaborative efforts among public, private, and 
non-governmental organizations to develop an energy sector that is resilient to both natural disasters and 
other emergencies. He said that he hopes valuable insights provided by the event will bring APEC economies 
one step closer to the realization of resilient and sustainable energy systems, which is especially vital in light 
of current global energy supply chain disruptions. 
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Appendix 1: Workshop Analysis 

 

Participants Overview 

A total of 342 individuals registered for the three workshops, and a total of 293 individuals participated. The 
participants were from 12 economies including: Chile, Chinese Taipei, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, 
Peru, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Thailand, the Philippines, and the United States.  

 

Survey response 

62 attendees completed the project evaluation surveys; they were asked to rate a number of aspects of the 
workshop using the agreement levels of ‘Strongly Agree’, ‘Agree’, and ‘Disagree’.  

Table 3 Workshop Evaluation Results 
 n = 62   Strongly 

agree 
Agree Disagree 

1 The objectives of the workshop were clearly defined. 37 (60%) 25 (40%) 0 (0%) 
2 The workshop achieved its intended objectives. 34 (55%) 28 (45%) 0 (0%) 
3 The agenda items and topics covered were relevant. 37 (60%) 25 (40%) 0 (0%) 
4 The content was well organized and easy to follow. 33 (53%) 29 (47%) 0 (0%) 
5 The time allocated for the workshop was sufficient. 20 (32%) 31 (50%) 11 (18%) 
6 The workshop included diverse viewpoints across 

economies and professions (government, private 
sector, academia). 

36 (58%) 23 (37%) 3 (5%) 

7 The workshop was effective in sharing successful 
expertise, best practices, and knowledge. 

35 (56%) 26 (42%) 1 (2%) 

8 The workshop was a good foundation for future 
international cooperation and discussion among APEC 
economies regarding energy resiliency. 

36 (58%) 25 (40%) 1 (2%) 

9 The workshop was a good opportunity to provide you 
with new insights and awareness about energy 
resilience-related activities. 

40 (65%) 22 (35%) 0 (0%) 

10 The workshop improved your understanding of the 
APEC Energy Resiliency Principles. 

40 (65%) 21 (33%) 1 (2%)  

 

According to the evaluation survey results in the above table, all survey respondents answered that 
workshop objectives were clearly defined, and the objectives were met based on the workshop contents. All 
respondents agree the workshops were well organized and easy to follow. The majority of respondents 
answered the workshops provided them a good opportunity to consider broad aspects of energy resilience-
related activities as well facilitated sharing of expertise, best practices and knowledge related to energy 
resiliency. The respondents thought the workshops helped them understand the APEC Energy Resiliency 
Principle and the workshop provided a good foundation for future international cooperation and discussion 
among APEC economies toward improving energy resiliency.  

Suggestions for improvements included lengthening the event to allow more discussion, and including 
viewpoints from a broader range of economies and professions, such as government, private sector, 
academia, and civil society. Some respondents also mentioned that the virtual setting limited interaction and 
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requested in person events in the future.  

Regarding takeaways from the workshops, many respondents answered that the workshops facilitated 
understanding of the roles that various stakeholders play in supporting energy resiliency and the importance 
of stakeholder engagement. Respondents also mentioned that they learned the importance of encouraging 
financing and use of technologies, such as AI, IoT, and distributed energy resources to further enhance 
energy resiliency efforts, particularly in developing economies.  

The survey respondents raised the importance of a holistic approach with the involvement of all 
stakeholders to strengthen energy resiliency, including not only the government and industries, but also 
energy consumers. They also mentioned that proper assessment of energy resiliency is essential and 
encouraged government and industries to work on benchmarking and standardization efforts on energy 
resiliency.  The survey respondents also mentioned it is essential to consider the impact of human-induced 
disasters in resiliency planning, particularly cyberattacks, and to periodically review resiliency efforts to 
identify new threats and integrate them into resiliency planning for continuous improvement. Other key 
issues raised by the respondents include the importance of diversification of energy resources, developing 
business continuity plans in advance and properly training people to build disaster response capabilities.  

In terms of balancing decarbonization and energy resiliency efforts, many survey respondents mentioned 
that these can be achieved simultaneously with the use of technologies, such as batteries. Many responded 
that the green transition needs to ensure energy resiliency in planning processes and that there is sufficient 
funding available to secure a stable energy supply.  

Regarding suggestions for future APEC capacity building activities, the respondents called for development 
of sector specific and disaster specific guidance, as well as knowledge sharing and trainings through further 
similar workshops and webinars to share best practices, data, and information related to energy resiliency. 
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Appendix 2: Workshop Agenda  

Workshop AGENDA (Hosted by Chile) 
9:00 AM-11:30 AM (Chile time) 

Monday, 17 January 2022 
 

Start End Session Focus Main Speaker 
09:00 09:10 Opening Session  

 
Introductory 
Remarks from 
Project Overseer 
and Host Economy  
 
Overview of 
workshop agenda 
 

An overview of 
workshop agenda and 
goals, an overview of 
the importance of 
energy resiliency in 
Chile and the APEC 
region. 

Mr Tetsurou Ito  
(Director of 
International Affairs 
Division, Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and 
Industry of Japan)  
 
Under Secretary 
Francisco Lopez 
(Undersecretary of 
Energy, Energy 
Ministry of Chile) 

09:10 09:30 Presentation of 
Energy Resiliency 
Efforts 

“Background and 
Purpose of the 
Energy Resiliency 
Principle” 

This session will 
present the 
background and 
purpose of the APEC 
Energy Resiliency 
Principle.  

Mr Shintaro Fujimori  
(Chief for Energy 
Supply and Demand 
Policy Office, Ministry 
of Economy, Trade 
and Industry of 
Japan) 

“Development of 
APEC Energy 
Resiliency 
Guidelines” 

This session will 
present the draft 
outline of APEC Energy 
Resiliency Guidelines 
to solicit inputs from 
the workshop 
participants. 

Ms Nanako Hisamichi  
(Project Manager, 
Washington CORE)  

09:30 09:45 Technical Session 
 

“Resilience and Risk 
Management” 
 
 
 
 

This session will 
present Chile’s policy 
making and 
implementation for 
energy resiliency and 
natural disaster risk 
management. 

Mr Daniel Charlín 
(Head of Resiliency 
and Risk 
Management, Energy 
Ministry of Chile)  
 
 

09:45 10:00 “Resilience 
Assessment 
Methodology in the 
Chilean 
Transmission 
System” 

This session will 
present a resiliency 
assessment 
methodology that is 
used for the 
transmission system 
planning in Chile. 

Ms Johanna Monteiro 
Zuniga  
(Electrical Engineer 
for Planning 
Department, National 
Energy Commission of 
Chile)  
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Start End Session Focus Main Speaker 
10:00 10:30 “Multi-Stakeholder 

Approach for 
Energy Resilience 
against Earthquakes 
and Other Disasters 
in Chile – Mining 
View” 
  

This session will 
present a mining 
company’s efforts to 
enhance energy 
resiliency against 
earthquakes and other 
natural disasters in 
Chile. 

Mr Carlos Salamanca  
(Principal ISO of 
Interconnections and 
PAAs, BHP Chile) 
 
 
 

“Challenge of 
Resilience in the 
Energy Transition” 

This session will 
present an energy 
transmission 
company’s effort to 
strengthen energy 
resiliency of the 
transmission system in 
Chile. 

Mr Oscar Álamos   
(Regulatory Specialist, 
ISA InterChile) 

10:30 10:45 “How the Energy 
Sector Can Build 
Resiliency by 
Adapting to Climate 
Change?”   

This session will 
present an insurance 
company’s approaches 
to help the energy 
sector in Chile build 
resiliency against 
climate challenges.  

Mr Stéphane Godier  
(Head of Americas, 
AXA Climate)  
 
 

10:45 11:25 Panel 
Discussion/Q&A 

 

Based on the prepared 
questions and 
questions received 
from the audience, 
moderator will 
facilitate panel 
discussion.  

Moderator:    
Ms Nanako Hisamichi 
(Washington CORE)  
 
Panellists: 
Mr Daniel Charlin, 
Ms Johanna Monteiro 
Zuniga, 
Mr Carlos Salamanca, 
Mr Oscar Alamos, 
Mr Stéphane Godier 

11:25 11:30 Closing Remarks  

Closing Remarks from 
Project Overseer and 
Host Economy 

Mr Tetsurou Ito 
(Director of 
International Affairs 
Division, Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and 
Industry of Japan) 
 
Mr Daniel Charlin 
(Head of Resiliency 
and Risk 
Management, Energy 
Ministry of Chile) 
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Workshop AGENDA (Hosted by Chinese Taipei) 
9:00 AM-10:55 AM (Chinese Taipei time) 

Thursday, 20 January 2022 
 

Start End Session Focus Main Speaker 
09:00 09:10 Opening 

Session  
 

Introductory Remarks 
from Project 
Overseer and Host 
Economy  
 
Overview of 
workshop agenda 

An overview of 
workshop agenda and 
goals, an overview of the 
importance of energy 
resiliency in Chinese 
Taipei and the APEC 
region. 

Mr Tetsurou Ito  
(Director of 
International Affairs 
Division, Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and 
Industry of Japan) 
 
Mr Ming-Chih 
Chuang  
(Director, Bureau of 
Energy, Chinese 
Taipei) 
 

09:10 09:30 Presentation 
of Energy 
Resiliency 
Efforts 

“Background and 
Purpose of the 
Energy Resiliency 
Principle” 

This session will present 
the background and 
purpose of the APEC 
Energy Resiliency 
Principle.  

Mr Shintaro Fujimori  
(Chief for Energy 
Supply and Demand 
Policy Office, 
Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and 
Industry of Japan) 
 
 

“Development of 
APEC Energy 
Resiliency 
Guidelines” 

This session will present 
the draft outline of APEC 
Energy Resiliency 
Guidelines to solicit 
inputs from the 
workshop participants. 

Ms Nanako 
Hisamichi  
(Project Manager, 
Washington CORE) 

09:30 09:45 Technical 
Session 
 
 

“Chinese Taipei: 
Power System 
Infrastructure 
Resilience” 

This session will present 
an energy company’s 
efforts to strengthen its 
power system 
infrastructure resilience 
in Chinese Taipei.  
 

Dr Chin-Chung Wu  
(Director of the 
Department of 
System Operations, 
Taipower)  

09:45 10:00 “Japan: Nihonbashi 
Smart City Project” 

This session will present 
discussed approaches an 
energy consumer in 
Japan implemented to 
strengthen energy 
resiliency. 

Mr Yukikazu 
Kawahigashi  
(Executive Manager 
of the Project 
Planning Division of 
the Environment 
and Energy Service 
Department, Mitsui 
Fudosan) 
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Start End Session Focus Main Speaker 
10:00 10:15 “Republic of Korea: 

New Resilience 
Strategies based on 
Cascading Outage 
Analysis to Enhance 
Power Grid Security” 

This session will present 
a cascading outage 
analysis and new energy 
resilience strategies 
proposed by a 
partnership between 
academia and a power 
company in Korea. 

Professor Hur Jin  
(Professor of the 
Department of 
Climate and Energy 
Systems 
Engineering, Ewha 
Womans University) 

10:15 10:50 Panel 
Discussion/ 
Q&A 

 

Based on the prepared 
questions and questions 
received from the 
moderator and 
audience, moderator will 
facilitate panel 
discussion.  

Moderator: 
Ms Nanako 
Hisamichi 
(Washington CORE) 
 
Panelists:  
Dr Chin-Chung Wu,  
Mr Yukikazu 
Kawahigashi,  
Professor Hur Jin  

10:50 10:55 Closing 
Session 

 

Closing Remarks from 
Project Overseer and 
Host Economy 

Mr Tetsurou Ito  
(Director of 
International Affairs 
Division, Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and 
Industry of Japan) 
 
Mr Ming-Chih 
Chuang  
(Director, Bureau of 
Energy, Chinese 
Taipei) 
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Workshop AGENDA (Hosted by the Philippines) 
9:00 AM-11:30 AM (The Philippines time) 

Wednesday, 16 February 2022 
 

Start End Session Focus Main Speaker 
9:00AM 9:10AM Opening 

Session  
 

Introductory 
Remarks from 
Project Overseer 
and Host 
Economy  
 
Overview of 
workshop agenda 

An overview of 
workshop agenda 
and goals, an 
overview of the 
importance of 
energy resiliency in 
the Philippines and 
the APEC region 

Mr Tetsurou Ito 
(Director of 
International Affairs 
Division, Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and 
Industry of Japan) 
 
Senior Undersecretary 
Felix William B. 
Fuentebella 
(Undersecretary of 
Energy, Department 
of Energy of the 
Philippines) 

9:10AM 9:30AM Presentation 
of Energy 
Resiliency 
Efforts 

“Background and 
Purpose of the 
Energy Resiliency 
Principle” 

This session will 
present the 
background and 
purpose of the APEC 
Energy Resiliency 
Principle.  

Mr Yuya Uno (Deputy 
Director of Energy 
Supply and Demand 
Policy Office, Ministry 
of Economy, Trade 
and Industry of Japan) 

“Development of 
APEC Energy 
Resiliency 
Guidelines” 

This session will 
present the draft 
outline of APEC 
Energy Resiliency 
Guidelines to solicit 
inputs from the 
workshop 
participants. 

Ms Nanako Hisamichi 
(Project Manager, 
Washington CORE) 

9:30AM 10:45AM Technical 
Session  
 

“NGCP’s Energy 
Resilience 
Challenges and 
Measures” 

This session will 
present measures 
that the Philippines’ 
sole grid operator 
has taken to address 
energy resiliency 
challenges in the 
economy. 

Mr Giovanni Randolfo 
A. Galang  
(Assistant Vice 
President and Head of 
the Technical 
Management 
Department, National 
Grid Corporation of 
the Philippines) 
 
 
 

“Powering 
Progress for the 
Future: Energy 
Resiliency at 
Pilipinas Shell” 

This session will 
present Shell’s 
energy resiliency 
initiatives in the 
Philippines. 

Ms Lorelie Q. Osial 
(President and CEO, 
Pilipinas Shell 
Petroleum 
Corporation) 
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Start End Session Focus Main Speaker 
“The Role of the 
Private Sector in 
Energy 
Resiliency” 

This session will 
present the private 
sector-led disaster 
organization’s role in 
energy resiliency 
efforts in the 
Philippines 

Mr Rene Jose Sayoc 
Meily 
(President, Philippine 
Disaster Resilience 
Foundation) 

“DOE Philippines’ 
Energy Resiliency 
Efforts and Best 
Practices” 

This session will 
focus on policy 
measures and 
frameworks 
designed to enhance 
energy resiliency in 
the Philippines. 

Mr Michael O. 
Sinocruz  
(OIC Director of 
Energy Policy and 
Planning Bureau, 
Department of Energy 
of the Philippines)) 

“Tools to 
Enhance Energy 
Resilience 
Financing” 

This session will 
present USAID’s 
Energy Secure 
Philippines initiative 
and tools proposed 
to evaluate energy 
resiliency efforts 

Mr John Aaron Edgar  
(U.S. Agency for 
International 
Development) 

10:45AM 11:25AM Panel 
Discussion/ 
Q&A 

 Based on the 
prepared questions 
and questions 
received from the 
audience, moderator 
will facilitate panel 
discussion.  

Moderator: Ms 
Nanako Hisamichi 
(Washington CORE) 
 
Panellists: 
Mr Michael O. 
Sinocruz,  
Mr Giovanni Randolfo 
A. Galang,  
Ms Lorelie Q. Osial,  
Mr Rene Jose Sayoc 
Meily,  
Mr John Aaron Edgar  

11:25AM 11:30AM Closing 
Session 

 

Closing Remarks 
from Project 
Overseer and Host 
Economy 

Dr Kazumoto Irie  
(President, Asia Pacific 
Energy Research 
Centre) 
 
Mr Michael O. 
Sinocruz 
(OIC Director of 
Energy Policy and 
Planning Bureau, 
Department of Energy 
of the Philippines) 
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Appendix 3: Workshop Presentations 
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1. APEC Energy Resiliency Principle and Guidelines Background 

1.1. Presentation 1: Background and Purpose of the Energy Resiliency Principle  

by Mr Shintaro Fujimori, Mr Shintaro Fujimori, Chief for Energy Supply and Demand Policy Office, 
Agency for Natural Resources and Energy, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan 

(Chile and Chinese Taipei workshops) 

and  

Mr Yuya Uno, Deputy Director of Energy Supply and Demand Policy Office, Agency for Natural 
Resources and Energy, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan (The Philippines workshop) 
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1.2. Presentation 2: Development of APEC Energy Resiliency Guidelines 

by Ms Nanako Hisamichi, Project Manager, Washington CORE 
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2. Chile workshop January 17, 2022 

2.1. Presentation 3: Resilience and Risk Management  

by Mr Daniel Charlin, Head of Resiliency and Risk Management, Ministry of Energy of Chile 
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2.2. Presentation 4: Resilience Assessment Methodology in the Chilean Transmission 
System  

by Ms Johanna Monteiro Zuniga, Electrical Engineer for Planning Department, National Energy 
Commission of Chile 
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2.3. Presentation 5: Multi-Stakeholder Approach for Energy Resilience against 
Earthquakes and Other Disasters in Chile - Mining View 

by Mr Carlos Salamanca, Principal ISO of Interconnections and PPAs, BHP 
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2.4. Presentation 6: Challenge of Resilience in the Energy Transition  

by Mr Oscar Alamos, Regulatory Specialist, ISA InterChile 
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2.5. Presentation 7: How the Energy Sector Can Build Resiliency by Adapting to Climate 
Change 

by Mr Stéphane Godier, Head of Americas, AXA Climate 
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3. Chinese Taipei workshop (Jan. 20, 2022) 

3.1. Presentation 8: Chinese Taipei: Power System Infrastructure Resilience  

by Dr Chin-Chung Wu, Director of the Department of System Operations, Taipower 
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3.2. Presentation 9: Japan: Nihonbashi Smart City Project 

by Mr Yukikazu Kawahigashi, Executive Manager of the Project Planning Division of the Environment 
and Energy Service Department, Mitsui Fudosan 
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3.3. Presentation 10: Republic of Korea: New Resilience Strategies based on Cascading 
Outage Analysis 

by Dr Jin Hur, Professor of the Department of Climate and Energy Systems Engineering, Ewha 
Womans University 
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4. The Philippines workshop (Feb. 16, 2022) 

4.1. Presentation 11: NGCP’s Energy Resilience Challenges and Measures  

by Mr Giovanni Randolfo A. Galang, Assistant Vice President and Head of the Technical Management 
Department, National Grid Corporation of the Philippines 
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4.2. Presentation 12: Powering Progress for the Future Energy Resiliency at Pilipinas 
Shell  

by Ms Lorelie Quiambao Osial, President and CEO, Pilipinas Shell Petroleum Corporation 
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4.3. Presentation 13: The Role of the Private Sector in Energy Resiliency  

by Mr Rene Jose Sayoc Meily, President, Philippine Disaster Resilience Foundation 
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4.4. Presentation 14: DOE Philippines’ Energy Resiliency Efforts and Best Practices  

by Mr Michael O. Sinocruz, OIC Director of Energy Policy and Planning Bureau, Department of Energy 
of the Philippines 
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4.5. Presentation 15: Tools to Enhance Energy Resilience Financing  

by Mr John Aaron Edgar, Office Director for Environment, United States Agency for International 
Development-Philippines 
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